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Abstract
Quantum physics lends a view of space-time geometry as an emergent struc-
ture that shows classical features only at some observational level. The space-
time manifold can be viewed as a purely theoretical arena, where quantum
states and observables are deﬁned, with the additional freedom of chang-
ing coordinates. We focus on spherically symmetric quantum sources, and
determine the probability they are black holes. The gravitational radius
is promoted to quantum mechanical operator acting on the horizon wave-
function. This formalism is applied to several sources with mass around the
fundamental scale, as natural candidates of quantum black holes. This hori-
zon quantum mechanics supports some features of BEC models of black holes.
The Klein-Gordon equation for a toy graviton ﬁeld coupled to a static matter
current classically reproduces the Newtonian potential, while the correspond-
ing quantum state is given by a coherent superposition of scalar modes. When
N such bosons are self-conﬁned in a volume of the size of the Schwarzschild
radius, the horizon shows that their radius corresponds to a proper hori-
zon whose related uncertainty is connected to the typical energy of Hawking
modes: it is suppressed as N increases, contrarily to a single very massive
particle. The spectrum of these systems is formed by a discrete ground state
and a continuous Planckian distribution at the Hawking temperature rep-
resenting the radiation. Assuming the internal scatterings give rise to the
Hawking radiation, the N -particle state can be collectively described by a
single-particle wave-function. The partition function follows together with
the usual entropy law, with a logarithmic correction related to the Hawking
component. The backreaction of radiating modes is also shown to reduce the
Hawking ﬂux, and eventually stop it.
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Introduction
Untestable, undetectable and beyond reach, Black Holes (BHs) gained a
prime role among the most interesting and debated theoretical models of
modern phyisics. There is a robust indication that these dark vacancies in
the space-time continuum are naturally originated when a very massive star
ceases abruptly to exist. In the early stages, the leading characters in the
ﬁeld of stellar collapse were, indubitably, Oppenheimer and co-workers [1, 2].
They gave the start of a monumental amount of scientiﬁc literature on this
subject, piercing the shroud on many enygmatic points in General Relativ-
ity (GR), and leaving many questions unanswered (see [3, 4] and references
therein, for example).
Trying to describe the formation of BHs from a technical point of view
naturally faces many issues, which happen to become much more involved
once Quantum Mechanics (QM) comes into play. At any scale, one usually
seeks the help of the famous Thorne's hoop conjecture [5], which claims that
a BH appears whenever some certain energy (normally mass) M is entirely
localised inside its own gravitational radius RH. In the most elementary
cases, this is merely the Schwarzschild radius RH = 2GNM .
Initially conceived for classical, astrophysical BHs, this argument lacks
of a rigorous experimental proof yet, but it has proved to possess a gen-
uine reliability on any theoretical testing ground. In the classical description
of vastly extended systems, the background metric and its related horizon
structure are key points and GR succeeds in giving an accurate and con-
sistent description of their properties. Nevertheless, when the characteristic
length scale of the theory drops below the Planck one, this conﬁdence quickly
fades away. In fact, QM fails at providing a sharp answer to the position of
physical objects, which in turn become fuzzily localised in space, and thus
the statement of the hoop conjecture happens to be something to handle with
care. In this range quantum eﬀects are prominent and one shall also take
into account the possible existence of new objects, usually named as quan-
tum black holes. Moreover, the hoop conjecture itself implies the suggestion
that BHs may originate in a typical quantum situation, such as particle col-
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lisions. Employing some suitable approximations (one over all is the neglect
of total angular momentum), two particles can indeed collide with an impact
parameter shorter than RH, according to the amount of energy in the center
of mass of the system.
One then predicts that a microscopic BH is formed, with relevant quan-
tum properties. These fascinating objects cannot lack of a consistent quan-
tum theory of gravity, in order to show their many features in proper fashion.
Unfortunately, the scenario of physics is still waiting for such a wondeful the-
ory and one needs to work under some approximations, which cannot avoid
to be very restrictive sometimes. Quantum Field Theory (QFT) on curved
space-time backgrounds has been realised for this scope: this theoretical ap-
paratus stems from the assumption that the quantum ﬂuctuations of gravity
are small, or at least suppressed by the ones related to matter ﬁelds, and has
produced outstanding results, like the renowned Hawking radiation [6, 7].
A new theoretical model was recently proposed by Dvali and Gomez [8],
which allows to describe the quantum properties of BHs from an entirely
new angle: large BHs are viewed as graviton condensates on the verge of a
quantum phase transition and can be reliably described on ﬂat space (or, in
the arena of Newtonian gravitation), the geometry of space-time emerges as
a collective eﬀect [9]. In addition to that, we present some of the features
of this model obtained from the horizon wave-function formalism (HWF).
In this general approach, a wave-function for the gravitational radius can be
associated with any localised QM particle [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], which makes
it easy to formulate in a quantitative way a condition for distinguishing BHs
from regular particles. Among the added values, the formalism naturally
leads to an eﬀective Generalised Uncertainty Principle (GUP) [16] for the
particle's position, and a decay rate for microscopic BHs.
This thesis is organised as follows: ﬁrst, in Chapter 1, we will discuss some
of the open problems aﬀecting a quantum description of the gravitational in-
teraction. In addition to that, we will explain some feature of ADM formal-
ism, which bestows the space-time with some well-deﬁned quantities, such
as masses and energies in case of spherical symmetry. The most prominent
between the spherical-symmetric models is the Oppenheimer-Snyder homoge-
neous collapsing system described in Section 1.1. The canonical quantisation
of GR is further explained in Section 1.2 with some focus on the FRW mini-
superspace approximation (Section 1.2.1) and the so-called problem of time
(Section 1.2.2), stemming from the diﬀeomorphism invariance of the theory.
Chapter 2 introduces the reader to the formalism of the Horizon Wave
Function (HWF) [17] and displays many of its interesting features. In par-
ticular, this tool is not only applied to the usual Schwarzschild solution,
but also to BHs with more than one horizon, like Reissner-Nordström ones
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(Section 2.3.2), and to BHs living in higher dimensional space-times (Sec-
tion 2.3.4). Moreover, we will see how this construction correctly reproduces
a GUP.
In Chapter 3, we discuss the corpuscular model of Refs. [8] and one of its
possible ﬁeld theoretic implementations in Section 3.1. (The particular case
we consider there will allow us to make some conjectures regarding the BH
formation from the gravitational collapse of a star). This formalism is then
applied to speciﬁc models of corpuscular BHs and their Hawking radiation
in Section 3.2 and collects results from Refs. [18] and [19].
Finally, some comments and speculations are summarised in Chapter 4.
Notation
Throughout the discussion of this thesis, we shall use the following notation.
• Speed of light c = 1
• Planck length `p and mass mp
• Newton's constant GN = `pmp
• Planck's constant ~ = `pmp
• Schwarzschild radius RH = 2`pMmp
• AH = 4piR2H
• GR = General Relativity
• QM = Quantum Mechanics
• QG = Quantum Gravity
• BH = Black Hole
• BEC = Bose-Einstein Condensate
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Chapter 1
The road to quantising gravity
After Einstein introduced the theory of Special Relativity (SR) [20], we have
grown accustomed to thinking of the space-time as the geometrical space
where things happen. In this respect, SR just adds one dimension to the
three-dimensional space of Newtonian physics, which is the natural arena for
describing mathematically our intuitive notion of motion, or object displace-
ments. However, we should not forget Einstein's ﬁrst great achievement came
from a rethinking of the concept of time and length as being related to actual
measurements, which in turn require synchronised clocks. Quantum physics
emerged around the same time from the very same perspective: a proper
description of atoms and elementary particles, and other phenomena mostly
occurring at microscopic scales, required a more reﬁned analysis of how vari-
ables involved in such phenomena are actually measured. Since measuring
means interacting with the system under scrutiny, the uncertainty princi-
ple due to a ﬁnite Planck constant then came out as a fact of life, like the
Lorentz transformations come out from the ﬁnite speed of light. This gave
rise to the mathematical structure of the complex Hilbert space of states, on
which observables are given by operators with suitable properties, and the
outcome of any measurements could then be predicted with at best a certain
probability. In SR one can nonetheless think of the space-time coordinates
as being labels of actual space-time points, observables in principle, as they
implicitly deﬁne an inertial observer.
Then came GR [21], which allows for the use of any coordinates to iden-
tify space-time points, in a way that let us describe physics again much closer
to what experimentalists do. The price to pay is that space-time correspond-
ingly becomes a manifold endowed with a general Lorentzian metric, which
acts as the potential for the universal gravitational force. This metric, in
practice, determines the causal structure that was before given by the ﬁxed
Minkowski metric, and BHs were found in this theory. The quantisation of
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matter ﬁelds on these metric manifolds led to the discovery of paradoxes
and other diﬃculties, which are often pinpointed as the smoking gun that
these two theories, of Quantum matter (ﬁelds) and GR, are hard to unify.
But if one looks back at how these two pillars of modern physics precisely
emerged from the rethinking of the interplay between a physical system and
the observer, the path to follow should become clear, at least ideally: one
should give up as many assumptions as possible, and set up the stage for
describing the most fundamental processes that involve both. In so doing,
one preliminary question we can try to address is what are the best variables
to use (for each speciﬁc system), regardless of what we have come to accept
as fundamental or elementary. The very concept of space-time, as a real
entity, should be put through this rethinking process. If the aim of our quan-
tum theory is to describe the motion of objects, the space-time geometry is
just an eﬀective picture that we can conveniently employ in classical GR, but
which might be too diﬃcult to describe fully in the quantum theory [22]. In
fact, the ﬁrst step in this construction should be to give a clear modelling
of the detection process by which we observe something somewhere: which
observables should we employ then, and what are the physical restrictions we
expect on them? All we wrote above is in fact nothing new. Any attempt at
quantising canonically the Einstein-Hilbert action [23, 24, 25] falls into this
scheme, in which the space-time is just a mathematical arena, and the metric
becomes the basic observable, along with matter variables. Unfortunately, a
mathematical treatment of the so called superspace of wave-functions de-
scribing all the possible states of the metric is extremely complicated. In
fact, DeWitt himself, in his famous 1967 paper [26], immediately reverted to
a simpliﬁed formulation in order to apply it to cosmology. His choice was
based on preserving isotropy and homogeneity of the universe at the quantum
level, which leads to the Friedman-Robertson-Walker family of metrics, with
one degree of freedom, the scale factor. The corresponding space of quantum
states is greatly simpliﬁed and referred to as the FRW minisuperspace.
A general property of the Einstein theory is that the gravitational inter-
action is always attractive and we are thus not allowed to neglect its eﬀect on
the causal structure of space-time if we pack enough energy in a suﬃciently
small volume. This can occur, for example, if two particles (for simplicity,
of negligible spatial extension and total angular momentum) collide with an
impact parameter b shorter than the Schwarzschild radius corresponding to
the total center-of-mass energy E of the system, that is
b ≤ 2 `p E
mp
≡ rH . (1.1)
This hoop conjecture [5] has been checked and veriﬁed theoretically in a
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variety of situations, but it was initially formulated for BHs of (at least)
astrophysical sizes [27, 28, 29], for which the very concept of a classical back-
ground metric and related horizon structure should be reasonably safe (for
a review of some problems, see the bibliography in Ref. [30]). Whether the
concepts involved in the above conjecture can also be trusted for masses ap-
proaching the Planck size, however, is deﬁnitely more challenging. In fact,
for masses in that range, quantum eﬀects may hardly be neglected (for a
recent discussion, see, e.g., Ref. [31]) and it is reasonable that the picture
arising from General Relativistic BHs must be replaced in order to include
the possible existence of quantum BHs. Although a clear deﬁnition of such
objects is still missing, most would probably agree that their production
cross-section should (approximately) comply with the hoop conjecture, and
that they do not decay thermally (see, e.g., Refs. [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]).
The main complication in studying the Planck regime is that we do not
have any experimental insight thereof, which makes it very diﬃcult to tell
whether any theory we could come up with is physically relevant. We might
instead start from our established concepts and knowledge of nature, and
push them beyond the present experimental limits. If we set out to do so,
we immediately meet with a conceptual challenge: how can we describe a
system containing both QM objects (such as the elementary particles of the
Standard Model) and classically deﬁned horizons? The aim of this review
is precisely to show how one can introduce an operator (observable) for the
gravitational radius, and deﬁne a corresponding HWF [10], which can be as-
sociated with any localised Quantum Mechanical particle or source [38, 39].
This horizon quantum mechanics (HQM) then provides a quantitative (al-
beit probabilistic) condition that distinguishes a BH from a regular particle.
Since this transition occurs around the Planck scale, the HQM represents
a simple tool to investigate properties of (any models of) quantum BHs in
great generality. We shall also review how the HQM naturally leads to an
eﬀective GUP [11, 16, 40, 41, 42] for the particle position, a decay rate for
microscopic BHs [11], and a variety of other results for BHs with mass around
the fundamental Planck scale [37].
1.1 Gravitational collapse
Leaving aside for a moment the issues of a quantum-mechanical description
of gravity, we introduce some open questions encoded in the geometry of
trapped surfaces. In order to discuss the relevant properties of a classical
horizon, we start by writing down the most general metric for a spherically
6
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symmetric space-time as [43]
ds2 = gij(x
k) dxi dxj + r2(xk)
(
dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2
)
, (1.2)
where r is the areal coordinate and xi = (x0, x1) are coordinates on surfaces
where the angles θ and φ are constant. It is clear that all the relevant physics
takes place on the radial-temporal plane and we can safely set x0 = t and
x1 = r from now on. Heuristically, we can think of a (local) apparent
horizon as the place where the escape velocity equals the speed of light, and
we expect its location be connected to the energy in its interior by simple
Newtonian reasoning. More technically, in GR, an apparent horizon occurs
where the divergence of outgoing null congruences vanishes and the radius of
this trapping surface in a spherically symmetric space-time is thus determined
by
gij∇ir∇jr = 0 , (1.3)
where ∇ir is the covector perpendicular to surfaces of constant area A =
4 pi r2. But then GR makes it very hard to come up with a sensible deﬁnition
of the amount of energy inside a generic closed surface. Moreover, even if
several proposals of mass functions are available [44], there is then no simple
relation between these mass functions and the location of trapping surfaces.
Accidentally, spherical symmetry is powerful enough to overcome all of these
diﬃculties, in that it allows to uniquely deﬁne the total Misner-Sharp mass
as the integral of the classical matter density ρ = ρ(xi) weighted by the ﬂat
metric volume measure,
m(t, r) =
4pi
3
∫ r
0
ρ(t, r¯) r¯2 dr¯ , (1.4)
as if the space inside the sphere were ﬂat. This Misner-Sharp function repre-
sents the active gravitational mass 1 inside each sphere of radius r and also
determines the location of trapping surfaces, since Einstein equations imply
that
gij∇ir∇jr = 1− 2M
r
, (1.5)
where M = `pm/mp. Due to the high non-linearity of gravitational dynam-
ics, it is still very diﬃcult to determine how a matter distribution evolves in
time and forms surfaces obeying Eq. (1.3), but we can claim that a classical
1Roughly speaking, it is the sum of both matter energy and its gravitational potential
energy.
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trapping surface is found where the gravitational radius R = 2M equals the
comoving areal radius r, that is
RH ≡ 2M(t, r) = r , (1.6)
which is nothing but a generalisation of the hoop conjecture (1.1) to contin-
uous energy densities. Of course, if the system is static, the above radius
will not change in time and the rapping surface becomes a permanent proper
horizon (which is the case we shall mostly consider in the following).
On the other hand, one of the most relevant scenarios where we expect a
quantum theory of gravitation could lead to strong predictions is the collapse
of compact objects and the possible formation of BHs. This physical process
cannot be realistically modelled as isotropic or homogeneous in all of its
aspects, both because of the high non-linearity of the underlying relativistic
dynamics and for the presence of many mechanisms, e.g. generating outgoing
radiation [45, 46, 47, 48]. After the seminal papers of Oppenheimer, the
literature on the subject has grown immensely, but many issues are still
open in GR (see, e.g. Ref. [49, 50], and references therein).
This is not to mention the conceptual and technical diﬃculties one faces
when the quantum nature of the collapsing matter is taken into account.
As we mentioned, assuming quantum gravitational ﬂuctuations are small,
one can describe matter by means of QFT on the curved background space-
time [51]. However, the use of a ﬁxed background is directly incompatible
with the description of a self-gravitating system representing a collapsing
object, for which the evolution of the background and possible emergence of
non-trivial causal structures cannot be reliably addressed perturbatively.
In order to introduce the Oppenheimer-Snyder model, we write gij in-
side (1.2) as
gij =
( −e2λ 0
0 e2ν
)
, (1.7)
and we use a general function R = R(r, t) to describe the dynamics of the
areal radius.
We compute the related Einstein tensor Gµν , whose relevant components
8
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are
Gtt =
M ′
R2R′
e2λ − 2R˙
RR′
(
R˙′ − R˙λ′ − ν˙ R′
)
, (1.8)
Grr = − M˙
R2 R˙
e2ν − 2R
′
R R˙
(
R˙′ − R˙λ′ − ν˙ R′
)
, (1.9)
Gtr = − 2
R
(
R˙′ − R˙λ′ − ν˙R′
)
(1.10)
Gθθ = Re
−2ν [(λ′′ + λ′2 − λ′ν ′)R +R′′ +R′(λ′ − ν ′)]
−Re−2λ
[(
ν¨ + ν˙2 − λ˙ν˙
)
R + R¨ + R˙(ν˙ − ν˙)
]
, (1.11)
Gφφ = sin
2 θ Gθθ , (1.12)
where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to the proper time t, while
the prime is respect the comoving radius r. If we consider a model of dust,
the energy-momentum tensor of a perfect ﬂuid
Tµν = diag(ρ, pr, pθ, pφ) (1.13)
satisﬁes the condition pr = pθ = pφ = 0 and the ﬁeld equations become
ρ =
M ′
R2R′
, 0 = − M˙
R2 R˙
. (1.14)
From the latter we obtain that the mass function, i.e. the amount of matter
enclosed within the comoving radius r, does not change with time.
Equations (1.10) and (1.11) can be combined in order to get
R˙′ = R˙ λ′ + ν˙ R′ , (1.15)
which result in the Misner-Sharp mass equation
R˙2 =
M
R
+ f(r) . (1.16)
With all the considerations above, the metric of can be safely set as
ds2 = −dt2 + R
′2
1 + f(r)
dr2 +R2dΩ2 . (1.17)
There is the gauge freedom to ﬁx the scaling of the areal function R(t, r)
encoding its variation in a scaling factor a
R(t, r) = r a(t) , (1.18)
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where homogeneity and isotropy demand a to be function of t alone. The
scale factor is in turn ﬁxed by some conditions.
For instance it is reasonable to impose that, at the initial time ti = 0, the
horizon is comoving with the observer
R(r, 0) = r , (1.19)
that is to say a(r, ti) = 1. In addition to that, we have for dust
ρ =
M ′
r2
, (1.20)
whose mass proﬁle is shaped as M(r) = r3M¯(r), with M¯ smooth enough
to avoid divergences in the center. In particular, since the system is ho-
mogeneous, the latter function can only be a constant because ρ does not
depend on r. Moreover, the function f(r) sets the inital conditions of the
constituents of the collapsing shell and we choose
f(r) = r2 φ (1.21)
for convenience.
It follows that Eq. (1.16) becomes
a˙2(t) =
M¯
a(t)
+ φ , (1.22)
where a˙ < 0 since the dust collapses, and the associated density is
ρ =
3M¯
a3
. (1.23)
The sign of φ in Eq. (1.22) is the same of the velocity of the shells at inﬁnity
and when the collapse is marginally bound (φ = 0) the equation of motion
is analitically solvable.
However, for what it will follow, it is necessary to note that the free
collapse is doomed to end in a singularity, where
ρ =∞ =⇒ a(ts) = 0 . (1.24)
In addition to that, the dust will eventually cross the event horizon, whose
geometry is determined by Eq. (1.5), and the system will become a BH.
With this simple model we took a spherical regular cloud made of homo-
geneous dust and followed its collapse. At a given instant of time the horizon
and the central singularity form and the structure of a BH arises. We recall
10
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that this description stems from many assumptions, such as the spherical
symmetry of the system and the absence of phenomena like rotations. Any-
way, the determination of the horizon, having the interior solution is not so
straightforward. In fact, this requires the knowledge of the global structure
of the spacetime, since it does not depend on the observer.
Using only GR we still have to understand many features of collapse
models. If we pile up enough mass within a ﬁxed radius we obtain a BH.
Nevertheless the process that leads to the formation of the BH is dynamical
and the structure of the horizon during collapse is not well understood. Most
likely GR is not enough in the strong ﬁeld regime and one needs to account
for microphysics or modiﬁcations to the theory. These modiﬁcations will
aﬀect the crucial elements of BHs, again, the singularity and the horizons.
1.2 Canonical quantisation of gravity
The earliest attempts at quantising GR, performed during the 1950s and
1960s, started from a quite natural choice for conﬁguration variables, namely
the components of the three-metric hij describing the intrinsic geometry on
a spatial slice Σ of the total space-timeM. In contrast to that, the so-called
covariant approaches take a ﬁxed ﬁducial background geometry and regard
the curved space-time of GR as a perturbation given by a massless graviton
ﬁeld. The advantage of the canonical way, however, is that the full metric
itself gains the status of ﬁeld and the causal structure shall not be ﬁxed a
priori.
The technical work starts from writing down GR in the so-called Hamilto-
nian form, since the procedure of quantisation is quite explicit once a theory
is cast in this fashion. In the canonical description, one designates a set of
conﬁguration variables qn, with canonically conjugate momenta pin, which
describe the state of the system at some time in a suitable phase space. The
evolution of these parameters is ruled by the Hamiltonian H(qn, pin), which
gives the physically allowed motions in phase space as a family of orbits.
Once the universeM has been foliated in arbitrary 3−dimensional space-
like hypersurfaces, the momenta conjugated to hij eﬀectively encode the rate
at which the metric changes. From the 4−dimensional perspective, this mech-
anism is directly related to the extrinsic curvature of Σ. This approach is
known as geometrodynamics since it views GR as describing the dynamics
of spatial geometry.
Following the standard procedure, we can start a canonical description of
11
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gravity by means of the decomposition of the metric tensor
gµν =
( −N 2 +NkN k Nj
Ni hij
)
, (1.25)
where the components enjoy
hikh
kj = δji , N i = hijNj . (1.26)
Above, the functions N and Ni are called lapse and shift functions, respec-
tively. Denoting the covariant diﬀerentiation with respect to the 3−metric
hij with a dot, one can deﬁne the quantity
Kij =
1
2
N−1(Ni.j +Nj.i − hij,0) , (1.27)
which is known as second fundamental form. It describes the curvature of
the hypersurface x0 = constant, viewed from the 4−dimensional embedding
space-time. In contrast to the latter, the intrinsic curvature tensor (3)Rij, only
depends on hij on the hypersurface. With all these pieces, the Lagrangian
reads
L =
∫
d~xL = mp
16pi`p
∫
d~x
√−g (4)R
=
mp
16pi`p
∫
d~xN h (KijKij −K2 + (3)R) , (1.28)
where
g = det gµν , h = dethij ,
(3)R = hij (3)Rij and K = hijKij . (1.29)
The primary constraints are obtained computing the momenta
pi =
δL
δN,0 = 0 , pi
i =
δL
δNi,0 = 0 , (1.30)
piij =
δL
δhij,0
= −
√
h(Kij − hijK) , (1.31)
conjugated to the lapse N , the shift Ni and the metric hij, respectively.
Since the velocities N,0 and Ni,0 are independent from the momenta, one
can assign arbitrary values to them, corresponding to the choice of diﬀerent
boundary conditions on the space-time coordinates.
The Cauchy problem is ill-deﬁned since some of the ﬁeld variables do
not possess a related conjugate momenta, while the others are not at all
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dynamically independent. Field equations themselves fail at being linearly
independent, and some of them show no second time derivative. This issue
is labeled as problem of constraints and arises from the general coordinate-
transformation invariance group of the theory.
At this point, let us take a little step back, in order to explain this concept
with a pedagogical argument. A typical example of constraint is Gauss' law
in the ordinary Maxwell theory: in absence of charges, the electric ﬁeld ~E(~x)
satisﬁes
~∇ · ~E(~x)− 4piρ(~x) = 0 (1.32)
at every point ~x. It follows that one of the three component is ﬁxed every-
where in space, once the remaining two are speciﬁed. Not all components
of the Maxwell equations generate a physical propagation of the ﬁelds, and
the number of true degrees of freedom is reduced. On a quantum mechanical
level, this mechanism stems from the U(1) gauge invariance of QED.
In the case of GR, the constraints come from the fact that the full theory
is invariant under the diﬀeomorphism
gµν(x)→ g′µν(x) = gµν(x) + ξµ,ν + ξν,µ , (1.33)
for any covector ξµ(x). Heuristically, this gauge means that the metric solving
the Einstein's equations can be dragged around, with its related matter ﬁelds,
onM. The new solution is physically equivalent, although mathematically
distinct, from the original one.
As usual, we can compute the Hamiltonian as a Legendre transform of
the Lagrangian (1.28), obtaining
H =
mp
16pi`p
∫
d~x
(
piN,0 + piiNi,0 +NH +NiHi
)
. (1.34)
The quantity
H =
√
h
(
KijK
ij −K2 −(3)R) , (1.35)
is called super-Hamiltonian density, while
Hi = −2piij,j − hil(2hjl,k − hjk,l)pijk (1.36)
generates spatial diﬀeomorphisms along orbits deﬁned by the shift function
Ni(x).
There exist secondary constraints, which restrict the dynamical freedom
of the ﬁeld and which are insensitive to how the velocities have been ﬁxed.
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Since the primary constraints have to hold for any instant of time, their
derivative with respect to the coordinate x0 has to vanish. Realising the
latter as a Poisson bracket with H, it follows
Hi = 0 , H = 0 . (1.37)
In the classical (unquantised) canonical formulation of GR, the constraints do
not imply any particular problem, besides deﬁning suitable gauge invariant
observables that commute with them. In fact, one ﬁxes a background space-
time by means of a convenient choice of the functions N and Ni, which does
not interfere with the resulting geometry. An alternative selection of lapse
and shift implies a diﬀerent background on which to evolve the foreground.
When the theory moves to the quantum realm, however, the constraints
involve a series of delicate problems, both conceptually and technically. The
quantisation scheme promotes the conﬁguration variables and their conju-
gated momenta to operators acting on a Hilbert space, while their classical
Poisson-bracket relations become commutations and encode the quantum
fuzziness linked to the Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. Eventually, the
dynamical evolution is generated by the hamiltonian operator Hˆ acting on a
vector |Ψ〉, which represents the quantum state of the system.
This simple procedure involves complicated classical functions of ﬁelds
deﬁned at the same spatial point. The perturbative non-renormalisability
of QG suggests that the operator analogues of these expressions are very
ill-deﬁned. Furthermore, this issue is aﬀected by the horrendous operator-
ordering diﬃculties, which in turn arise when attempts are made to replace
the classical constraints and Hamiltonians with operator equivalents.
In quantum gauge theories there are two possible approaches, according
to whether constraining is done before or after quantisation. In the former
case, the true degrees of freedom are selected and are the only ones to en-
joy the promotion to operators during quantisation. Regardless the personal
choice of the way in which the gauge is ﬁxed, all these schemes involve the
removal of redundant degrees of freedom by imposing some special condi-
tions. Fixing a gauge in a general covariant theory is equivalent to specifying
a particular coordinate system with respect to which the physical data is
described (spatial coordinates) and with respect to which it evolves (time
coordinate).
This procedure has to take care of the general question of the extent to
which classical geometrical properties can be, or should be, preserved in the
quantum theory. In fact, from the classical point of view, the way in which
the separation of the canonical variables into physical and non-physical parts
is performed does not prevent to write back the metric hij as a functional of
the dynamical and non-dynamical modes.
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It is not guaranteed that something similar could be done at the quantum
level, and after promoting the 3−metric hij and its conjugate momentum to
operators, with usual commutation rules[
hˆij(x), pˆi
kl(y)
]
= −i`pmp δk(iδlj)δ(x− y) , (1.38)
one is faced with the additional concern that the resulting theory may well
not be independent of the choice of gauge.
Because of these issues, the usual approach in canonical QG is to impose
the constraints after quantizing. In this constraint quantization approach,
due to Dirac, one treats the constraints themselves as a set of operators Cˆ n,
and demands that physical states |Ψphys〉 be those which are annihilated by
them. More speciﬁcally, the physical states are solutions to the equations
Cˆ n |Ψphys〉 = 0 . (1.39)
Concerning the ﬁrst set of Eqs. (1.37), this results straightforwardly in
the so-called diﬀeomorphism constraints
Hˆi |Ψ〉 = −
[√
h
(
Kij − hijK)]
.j
|Ψ〉 = 0 , (1.40)
which are responsible for shifting data tangential to the initial surface. They
are therefore related to the shift vector ﬁeld Ni. They guarantee that the
wave functional is invariant under three-dimensional coordinate transfor-
mations. The conﬁguration space of all three-metrics divided by three-
dimensional diﬀeomorphisms is called superspace.
Making use of the DeWitt metric
Gijkl =
1
2
h−1/2 (hikhjl + hilhjk − hijhkl) , (1.41)
the constraint
Hˆ |Ψ〉 = 0 , (1.42)
gives the Wheeler-DeWitt equation(
16pi`3pmpGijkl
δ2
δhij δhkl
+
mp
16pi`p
√
h (3)R
)
|Ψ〉 = 0 . (1.43)
This constraint shows to be responsible for pushing data oﬀ the initial surface,
and thus is related to the lapse function. In particular, this equation is rather
central as it should encode (at least in principle) the dynamics at the quantum
level.
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1.2.1 FRW minisuperspace
In QG, the phase space is inﬁnite dimensional as we are dealing with a ﬁeld
theory. An approximation which is sometimes taken is to only consider the
largest wavelength modes of the order of the size of the universe when study-
ing cosmological models. This is the minisuperspace approximation. The
validity of this approximation holds as long as the adiabatic approximation
holds. In order to assume the Friedmann universe to be closed, it must
be ﬁlled with some form of energy, given either by matter or radiation. The
related Hamiltonian density reﬁnes the constraint given by Eq. (1.42). More-
over, these new particles are distributed uniformly on a 3−sphere of radius
R(t), which can be recast as
R(t) = Ra(t) , (1.44)
by means of the gauge (1.18), where R = R(t = 0). On this hypersphere,
all the degrees of freedom are frozen out" except one, corresponding to the
time-varying scale factor a(t).
The metric of the Friedmann universe is written from (1.2)
gµν =
( −N 2 0
0 h0ij
)
, (1.45)
setting Ni = 0, while h0ij is the induced metric of a 3−sphere of unit ra-
dius hij = R
2 a2 h0ij, whose Ricci scalar is just
(3)R = 6/R2a2. The la-
grangian (1.28) is accordingly obtained by integrating this metric over the
volume of the sphere 2pi2R3
L =
3mpR
2
4`p
∫
da a
[
−R
2
N (a,0)
2 +N
]
. (1.46)
The total Lagrangian Ltot = L + Lint is completed with the addition of the
eﬀective Lagrangian describing the internal degrees of freedom of the material
particles which form the universal dust. Their dynamical degrees of freedom
may be described by the canonical coordinates qi and the momenta obtained
by proper time diﬀerentiation
q˙i =
1
N q
i
,0 , (1.47)
whose freezing out" requires all the particles to be identical and in the
identical coherent state. The eﬀective Lagrangian density is thus
Lint ∼ NN l
(
q,
q,0
N
)
, (1.48)
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where N is the total number of the particles of the universe and l is their
single-particle lagrangian.
Deﬁning
Π =
δL
δa,0
= −3mpR
2
2`p
a a,0
N , (1.49)
the total Hamiltonian density is
H +Hint = piN,0 −N
(
`p
3mpR
Π2
a
+
3mp
4`p
Ra−Nm
)
. (1.50)
Here, the symbol m designates the internal Hamiltonian piq˙
i − l of the par-
ticles. In particular, such quantity is identiﬁed with the rest mass, provided
the arbitrary zero point of l has been chosen correctly. At the quantum level,
the condition
pi =
δLtot
δN,0 = 0 (1.51)
turns immediately to the analog of the Wheeler-deWitt equation (1.43) in
the a-representation(
`p
3mpR3
a−1/4
∂
∂a
a−1/2
∂
∂a
a−1/4 − 3mp
4`p
Ra+Nm
)
|Ψ〉 = 0 , (1.52)
where m is now understood as the particle mass operator. For the arguments
appearing in the following chapters, it is enough to determine the normal-
izable solutions of such equation in the WKB approximation for a suitable
potential.
DeWitt [26] related Eq. (1.52) to the simple Schrödinger equation of a
massive point particle moving in the one-dimensional potential
V (a) =

∞ if a < 0 ,
3mp
4`p
R if a > 0 ,
(1.53)
with energy Nm and boundary conditions Ψ(a = 0) = 0. Moreover, it is
possible to estimate the energy spectrum of the system
Nm ∼
√
n+
3
4
(1.54)
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from the phase integral condition
n+
3
4
= − R
2pi
∮
Π da
=
3mpR
2
2pi`p
∫ amax
0
√
a (amax − a) da . (1.55)
In the last equation
amax =
4`p
3mp
RNm (1.56)
is the maximum value of the scale factor which allows the wave-function
Ψ (a(t)) to be normalizable, i.e. not to have an asymptotically exponential
behaviour. At this point we may take back a closed Friedmann universe as a
realistic model, since it has a maximum radius of expansion in the classical
theory, and realise that the quantum number n is huge, roughly n ∼ 10120.
If we take into account all the degrees of freedom of the universe (whose
number is pushed to inﬁnity in a ﬁeld theory) the value of n will be greater
of many orders of magnitude. To our purpose, anyway, it is suﬃcient to note
that the minisuperspace approximation is able to capture a vast amount of
information from the fondamental full theory of QG and plug it into a reliable
semiclassical approximation.
1.2.2 A problem to solve... in time
Let us conclude this brief introduction on the open questions of QG with the
problem of time (for an excellent review, see [52] and references therein). All
approaches to canonical QG deal with the infamous problem of time" in one
form or another. As we saw, GR is invariant under diﬀeomeorphisms and the
background coordinates are stripped of their physical nature. Anyway, once
the manifoldM is foliated, the slices Σ on which the conﬁguration variables
live inevitably include time, in the same way they do with space.
Furthermore, the geometrical nature of time implies the fact that it must
be a solution of the Einstein's ﬁeld equations, while the space-time geometry
is a dynamical variable. From the point of view of Σ it is nothing but a label
which is freely chosen, and not a physical parameter which rules the causal
evolution of gravitational models. However, one shall take into account that
it is possible to solve ﬁeld equations ﬁrst and then isolate a variable, for each
solution, from within the emerging phase space that is designated to play the
role of time.
The existence of the super-Hamiltonian constraint H = 0 reﬂects the
inclusion of an ordinary time variable in the data, since constraints take
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into account of the general covariance of the theory. The resulting Wheeler-
DeWitt equation is accountable for describing time-evolution in the classical
theory. Yet, the quantum counterpart (1.43) of this argument, descending
from the quantum constraint (1.42), would in principle point out that the
true physical states of the system do not evolve at all: there is no t. To
be more accurate, any physical wave-function cannot depend on this now
unphysical coordinate. Any possible Schrödinger equation", therefore, falls
into being a constraint rather than the key ingredient of dynamics.
If the constraints are not satisﬁed by the canonical initial data then the
evolution of these inputs with respect to the appropriate equations will not
generate a physically possible spacetime for choices of lapse N and shift Ni.
Nonetheless, when the constraints are satisﬁed then the various choices of
these functions will always generate the same spacetime metric gµν(x).
For what follows, we try to override the deep technical details and just
settle with the main concept stemming from the problem of time during the
constrained quantisation of gravity.
In the approach which the theory is constrained before quantisation, the
problem is to quantise an action principle in which the canonical variables
hij(x) and pi
ij(x) are subject to the constraints (1.37) and where all non-
dynamical variables have been formerly removed. This procedure aims at
retrieving a sort of Schrödinger equation"
−imp`p ∂
∂t
|Ψ〉 = Hˆ |Ψ〉 , (1.57)
where the internal time t has already been identiﬁed as a suitable functional
of the canonical variables, which satisfy their related constraints. Among
all the possible strategies, this is rather old-school", since its sought output
strongly traces the classical time of quantum physics, in order to maintain
the consistency of the theoretical setup.
On the contrary, if one decides to constrain after quantising, the con-
straints (1.42) are imposed at the quantum level and select vectors belonging
to the physical sector of the total Hilbert space. The identiﬁcation of a
sensible time coordinate is therefore made at the end of this operation and
contributes to give a reasonable interpretation on physical grounds, with
much emphasis on the probabilistic side of the matter. However, the re-
sulting outcome of this construction is not strongly linked to the starting
quantum structure as in the previous approach.
We conclude this paragraph stressing out that both of the approaches are
aﬀected by the problem of time also at a functional level. In the scheme in
which the identiﬁcation of t is carried out before quantisation, there may ap-
pear some anomalies in the algebra given by the local Hamiltonians associated
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with the generalised Schrödinger equation. Of course, any of such anoma-
lies is meant to aﬀect this equation with troublesome inconsistencies. In
the other quantisation procedure, the space-time diﬀeomorphism sub-group
Diff(M), which quotients the total symmetry group of the theory, generates
a Lie algebra, whose quantum version can be anomalous.
Eventually, in both ways, the undelying algebra is not endorsed to close,
and the coherence of the classical time evolution may not be recovered.
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Horizon Quantum Mechanics
The very ﬁrst attempt at solving Einstein's ﬁeld equations resulted in the
discovery of the Schwarzschild metric [53, 54]
ds2 = −f dt2 + f−1 dr2 + r2 (dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2) , (2.1)
with
f = 1− 2M
r
, (2.2)
and the appearance of the characteristic length RH = 2M associated to the
source. In fact, given a spherically symmetric matter source, the Schwarzschild
radius RH measures the area of the event horizon, which makes the interior
of the sphere causally disconnected from the outer portion of space-time. At
the same time, QM naturally associates a Compton-de Broglie wavelength
to a particle. This is the minimum resolvable length scale, according to
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, and it can be roughly understood as
the threshold below which quantum eﬀects cannot be neglected. It is clear
that any attempt at quantising gravity should regard those two lengths on
somewhat equal grounds.
Anyway, the picture lacks of any mass threshold, since the classical theory
does not yield a lower limit for the function M . Therefore, it seems that one
can set the area of the trapping surface to be arbitrarily small and eventually
have BHs of vanishingly small mass.
2.1 Compton length and BH mass threshold
As we mentioned above, quantummechanics provides a length cut-oﬀ through
the uncertainty in the spatial localisation of a particle. It is roughly given
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by the Compton length
λm ' `p mp
m
=
`2p
M
(2.3)
if, for the sake of simplicity, we consider a spin-less point-like source of mass
m. It is a well-established fact that quantum physics is a more fundamental
description of the laws of nature than classical physics. This means that RH
only makes sense when it is not screened by λm, that is
RH ≥ λm , (2.4)
and, equivalently, the BH mass must satisfy
m ≥ mp , (2.5)
or M ≥ `p. We want to remark that the Compton length (2.3) can also be
thought of as a quantity which rules the quantum interaction of m with the
local geometry. Although it is likely that the particle's self-gravity will aﬀect
it, we still safely assume the ﬂat space condition (2.5) as a reasonable order
of magnitude estimate.
In light of recent developments, the common argument that quantum
gravity eﬀects should become relevant only at scales of order mp or higher
appears to be somewhat questionable, since the condition (2.5) implies that a
classical description of a gravitational system with m mp should be fairly
accurate (whereas form ∼ mp the judge remains out). This is indeed the idea
of classicalization in a nutshell, as it was presented in Refs. [55, 56] and,
before that, of models with a minimum length and gravitationally inspired
GUPs [57]. The latter are usually presented as fundamental principles for
the reformulation of quantum mechanics in the presence of gravity, following
the canonical steps that allow to bring a theory to the quantum level. In this
picture, gravity would then reduce to a kinematic eﬀect encoded by the
modiﬁed commutators for the canonical variables. In this review, we shall
instead follow a diﬀerent line of reasoning: we will start from the introduction
of an auxiliary wave-function that describes the horizon associated with a
given localised particle, and retrieve a modiﬁed uncertainty relation as a
consistent result [11].
2.2 Horizon Wave-Function
We are now ready to formulate the quantum mechanical description of the
gravitational radius in three spatial dimensions in a general fashion [10]. For
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the reasons listed above, we shall only consider quantum mechanical states
representing spherically symmetric objects, which are localised in space. Since
we want to put aside a possible time evolution for the moment (see Sec-
tion 2.4), we also choose states at rest in the given reference frame or, equiv-
alently, we suppose that every function is only taken at a ﬁxed instant of time.
According to the standard procedure, the particle is consequently described
by a wave-function ψS ∈ L2(R3), which we assume can be decomposed into
energy eigenstates,
|ψS〉 =
∑
E
C(E) |ψE〉 . (2.6)
As usual, the sum over the variable E represents the decomposition on the
spectrum of the Hamiltonian,
Hˆ |ψE〉 = E |ψE〉 , (2.7)
regardless of the speciﬁc form of the actual Hamiltonian operator Hˆ. Note
though that the relevant Hamiltonian here should be the analogue of the
ﬂat space energy that deﬁnes the Misner-Sharp mass (1.4). Once the energy
spectrum is known, we can invert the expression of the Schwarzschild radius
in Eq. (1.1) in order to get
E = mp
rH
2 `p
. (2.8)
We then deﬁne the (unnormalised) HWF as
ψH(rH) = C (mp rH/2 `p) , (2.9)
whose normalisation is ﬁxed by means of the Schrödinger scalar product in
spherical symmetry,
〈ψH | φH 〉 = 4pi
∫ ∞
0
ψ∗H(rH)φH(rH) r
2
H drH . (2.10)
In this conceptual framework, we could naively say that the normalised wave-
function ψH yields the probability for an observer to detect a gravitational
radius of areal radius r = rH associated with the particle in the quantum
state ψS. The sharply deﬁned classical radius RH is thus replaced by the ex-
pectation value of the operator rˆH. Since the related uncertainty is in general
not zero, this gravitational quantity will necessarily be fuzzy, like the posi-
tion of the source itself. In any case, we stress that the observational meaning
of the HQM will appear only after we introduce a few derived quantities.
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In fact, we recall that we aimed at introducing a quantitative way of telling
whether the source is a BH or a regular particle. Given the wave-function ψH
associated with the quantum state ψS of the source, the probability density
for the source to lie inside its own horizon of radius r = rH will be the product
of two factors, namely
P<(r < rH) = PS(r < rH)PH(rH) . (2.11)
The ﬁrst term,
PS(r < rH) =
∫ rH
0
PS(r) dr = 4pi
∫ rH
0
|ψS(r)|2 r2 dr , (2.12)
is the probability that the particle resides inside the sphere of radius r = rH,
while the second term,
PH(rH) = 4 pi r2H |ψH(rH)|2 , (2.13)
is the probability density that the value of the gravitational radius is rH.
Finally, it seems natural to consider the source is a BH if it lies inside its
horizon, regardless of the size of the latter. The probability that the particle
described by the wave-function ψS is a BH will then be given by the integral
of (2.11) over all possible values of the horizon radius rH, namely
PBH =
∫ ∞
0
P<(r < rH) drH , (2.14)
which is the main outcome of the HQM.
In the following, we shall review the application of this construction to
some simple, yet intriguing examples, in which the source is represented
by Gaussian wave-functions. We anticipate that such states show very large
horizon ﬂuctuations and are not good candidates for describing astrophysical
BHs [11] (for which extended models instead provide a better semiclassical
limit [9]), but appear well-suited for investigating BHs around the fundamen-
tal Planck scale as unstable bound states [37].
2.2.1 Alternative horizon quantizations
It is important to remark the diﬀerences of the HQM with respect to other
approaches in which the gravitational degrees of freedom of (or on) the
horizon are quantised according to the background ﬁeld method [58] (see,
e.g. Refs. [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65]). In general, such attempts consider
linear perturbations of the metric on this surface [63], and apply the stan-
dard quantum ﬁeld construction [51], which is what one would do with free
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Figure 2.1: Pictorial view of the HQM radial ﬂuctuations (dashed lines) and
quantum ﬁeld theoretic ﬂuctuations (dotted line) around the classical horizon
radius (solid line).
gravitons propagating on a ﬁxed background. Of course, the fact that the
horizon is a null surface implies that these perturbative modes enjoy sev-
eral peculiar properties. For instance, they can be described by a conformal
ﬁeld theory [61], which one can view as the origin of the idea of BHs as
holograms [64, 65].
In the HQM, one instead only describes those spherical ﬂuctuations of the
horizon (or, more, precisely, of the gravitational radius) which are determined
by the quantum state of the source. These ﬂuctuations therefore do not
represent independent gravitational degrees of freedom, although one could
suggest that they be viewed as collective perturbations in the zero point
energy of the above-mentioned perturbative modes (see Fig. 2.1). In this
respect, the HWF would be analogous to the quantum mechanical state of
a hydrogen atom, whereas the perturbative degrees of freedom would be the
quantum ﬁeld corrections that lead to the Lamb shift.
Let us ﬁnally point out that the HQM also diﬀers from other quantisa-
tions of the canonical degrees of freedom associated with the Schwarzschild
BH metric [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71], in that the quantum state for the matter
source plays a crucial role in deﬁning the HWF. The HQM is therefore com-
plementary to most of the approaches one usually encounters in the literature.
In fact, it can be combined with perturbative approaches, like it was done in
Ref. [37], to show that the poles in the dressed graviton propagator [36] can
indeed be viewed as (unstable) quantum BHs.
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2.3 Spherically symmetric Gaussian sources
We can make the previous formal construction more explicit by describing
the massive particle at rest in the origin of the reference frame with the
spherically symmetric Gaussian wave-function [10, 11, 13]
ψS(r) =
e−
r2
2 `2
(`
√
pi)3/2
. (2.15)
We shall often consider the particular case when the width ` (related to
the uncertainty in the spatial size of the particle) is roughly given by the
Compton length (2.3) of the particle,
` = λm ' `p mp
m
. (2.16)
Even though our analysis holds for independent values of ` and m, one ex-
pects that ` ≥ λm and Eq. (2.16) is therefore a limiting case of maximum
localisation for the source. It is also useful to recall that the corresponding
wave-function in momentum space is given by
ψ˜S(p) =
e−
p2
2 ∆2
(∆
√
pi)3/2
, (2.17)
with p2 = ~p · ~p being the square modulus of the spatial momentum, and the
width
∆ = mp
`p
`
' m . (2.18)
Note that the mass m is not the total energy of the particle, and m < 〈 Hˆ 〉
if the spectrum of Hˆ is positive deﬁnite.
2.3.1 Neutral spherically symmetric BHs
In order to relate the momentum p to the total energy E, the latter being the
analogue of the Misner-Sharp mass (1.4), we simply and consistently assume
the relativistic mass-shell equation in ﬂat space-time,
E2 = p2 +m2 . (2.19)
From Eq. (2.8), and ﬁxing the normalisation in the inner product (2.10), we
then obtain the HWF [10, 11, 13]
ψH(rH) =
1
4 `3p
√
`3
pi Γ
(
3
2
, 1
) Θ(rH −RH) e− `2 r2H8 `4p , (2.20)
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Figure 2.2: Probability densities PH in Eq. (2.13) (solid line) and PS (dashed
line) for m = mp/2 (upper panel) and m = 2mp (lower panel), assuming
m ∼ `−1.
where we deﬁned RH = 2 `pm/mp and the Heaviside step function appears
in the above equation because E ≥ m. Finally,
Γ(s, x) =
∫ ∞
x
ts−1 e−t dt , (2.21)
is the upper incomplete Gamma function. In general, one has two parame-
ters, the particle mass m and the Gaussian width `. The HWF will therefore
depend on both and so will the probability PBH = PBH(`,m), which can be
computed only numerically [13] (see also section 2.4).
As we mentioned previously, it seems sensible to assume ` & λm. In
particular, the condition ` ∼ m−1 in Eq. (2.16) precisely leads to a BH mass
threshold of the form given in Eq. (2.5). We indeed expect that the particle
will be inside its own horizon if 〈 rˆ2 〉 . 〈 rˆ2H 〉, and Eq. (2.5) then follows
straightforwardly from 〈 rˆ2 〉 ' `2 and 〈 rˆ2H 〉 ' `4p/`2. For example, this
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Figure 2.3: Probability density P< in Eq. (2.22) that particle is inside its
horizon of radius rH ≥ RH = 2 `pm/mp, for ` = `p (solid line) and for
` = 2 `p (dashed line), assuming m ∼ `−1.
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Figure 2.4: Probability PBH in Eq. (2.23) that particle of width ` ∼ m−1 is
a BH.
conclusion is illustrated in Fig. 2.2, where the density PH is plotted along
with the probability density PS = 4pi r2 |ψS(r)|2 for m < mp and m > mp.
In the former case, the horizon is more likely found within a smaller radius
than the particle's, with the opposite situation occurring in the latter. As a
matter of fact, the probability density (2.11) can be explicitly computed,
P< = `
3
2
√
pi `6p
γ
(
3
2
,
r2H
`2
)
Γ
(
3
2
, 1
) Θ(rH −RH) e− `2r2H4 `4p r2H , (2.22)
where γ(s, x) = Γ(s) − Γ(s, x) is the lower incomplete Gamma function.
One can integrate the density (2.22) for rH from RH to inﬁnity and the
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Figure 2.5: Probability PBH in Eq. (2.23) that particle of mass m ∼ `−1 is a
BH.
probability (2.14) for the particle to be a BH is ﬁnally given by
PBH(`) = erf
(
2`2p
`2
)
+
√
pi
2
erfc
(
2`2p
`2
)
Γ
(
3
2
, 1
) − 2`2p/`2√
pi Γ
(
3
2
, 1
)
(
3 +
4`4p
`4
)
(
1 +
4`4p
`4
)2 e−
(
1+
4`4p
`4
)
− 2
√
pi
Γ
(
3
2
, 1
) T (2√2`2p
`2
,
`2
2`2p
)
, (2.23)
where T is the Owen's function (A.7) 1. Since we are assuming that `/`p =
mp/m, this probability can also be written as a function of the mass m as
PBH(m) = erf
(
2m2
m2p
)
+
√
pi
2
erfc
(
2m2
m2p
)
Γ
(
3
2
, 1
) − 2m2/m2p√
pi Γ
(
3
2
, 1
)
(
3 + 4m
4
m4p
)
(
1 + 4m
4
m4p
)2 e−
(
1+ 4m
4
m4p
)
− 2
√
pi
Γ
(
3
2
, 1
) T (2√2m2
m2p
,
m2p
2m2
)
. (2.24)
In Fig. 2.3, we plot the probability density (2.22), for diﬀerent values of the
Gaussian width ` ∼ m−1. It is already clear that such a probability decreases
with m (eventually vanishing below the Planck mass). In fact, in Fig. 2.4,
we show the probability (2.23) that the particle is a BH as a function of
the width ` ∼ m−1, and in Fig. 2.5 the same probability as a function of
the particle mass m ∼ `−1. From these plots of PBH, we can immediately
1More detailed calculations of cumbersome integrals are given in A. In this particular
case, the variable x = ` rH/2 `
2
p, and we made use of Eq. (A.8) with A = 2 `
2
p/`
2.
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Figure 2.6: Plot of exact PBH in Eq. (2.23) (straight line) and its approxi-
mation in Eq. (2.26) (dashed line).
infer that the particle is most likely a BH, namely PBH ' 1, for ` . `p or -
equivalently - m & mp. We have therefore derived the condition (2.5) from
a totally Quantum Mechanical picture.
We conclude by recalling that a simple analytic approximation is obtained
by taking the limit RH → 0 in Eq. (2.20), namely [10, 11, 13]
ψH(rH) =
(
`
2
√
pi `2p
)3/2
e
− `
2 r2H
8`4p , (2.25)
from which follows the approximate probability
PBH(`) =
2
pi
[
arctan
(
2
`2p
`2
)
− 2 `
2 (`4/`4p − 4)
`2p (4 + `
4/`4p)
2
]
. (2.26)
Fig. 2.6 shows graphically that this approximation slightly underestimates
the exact probability in Eq. (2.23).
Eﬀective GUP and horizon ﬂuctuations
From the Gaussian wave-function (2.15), we easily ﬁnd that the uncertainty
in the particle's size is given by
∆r2 ≡ 4pi
∫ ∞
0
|ψS(r)|2 r4 dr −
(
4pi
∫ ∞
0
|ψS(r)|2 r3 dr
)2
= ∆QM `
2 , (2.27)
where
∆QM =
3 pi − 8
2 pi
. (2.28)
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Analogously, the uncertainty in the horizon radius results in
∆r2H ≡ 4pi
∫ ∞
0
|ψH(rH)|2 r4H drH −
(
4pi
∫ ∞
0
|ψH(rH)|2 r3H drH
)2
= 4 `4p
E− 32 (1)
E− 1
2
(1)
−
(
E−1(1)
E− 1
2
(1)
)2 1
`2
, (2.29)
where
En(x) =
∫ ∞
1
e−xt
tn
dt , (2.30)
is the generalised exponential integral. Since
∆p2 ≡ 4 pi
∫ ∞
0
|ψS(p)|2 p4 dp−
(
4 pi
∫ ∞
0
|ψS(p)|2 p3 dp
)2
= ∆QM
`2p
`2
m2p , (2.31)
we can write the width of the Gaussian as `2 = ∆QM `
2
p m
2
p/∆p
2, and, ﬁnally,
assume the total radial uncertainty is a linear combination of Eqs. (2.27) and
(2.29), thus obtaining [11]
∆R
`p
≡ ∆r + ξ∆rH
`p
= ∆QM
mp
∆p
+ ξ∆H
∆p
mp
, (2.32)
where ξ is an arbitrary coeﬃcient (presumably of order one), and
∆2H =
4
∆QM
E− 32 (1)
E− 1
2
(1)
−
(
E−1(1)
E− 1
2
(1)
)2 . (2.33)
This GUP is plotted in Fig. 2.7 (for ξ = 1), and is precisely of the kind
considered in Ref. [16], leading to a minimum measurable length
∆R = 2
√
ξ∆H ∆QM `p ' 1.15
√
ξ `p , (2.34)
obtained for
∆p =
√
∆QM
ξ∆H
mp ' 0.39 mp√
ξ
. (2.35)
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Figure 2.7: Uncertainty relation (2.32) (solid line) as a combination of the
Quantum Mechanical uncertainty (dashed line) and the uncertainty in hori-
zon radius (dotted line).
Of course, this is not the only possible way to deﬁne a combined uncertainty,
but nothing forces us to consider a GUP instead of making direct use of the
HWF.
One of the main conclusions for the HQM of Gaussian states can now be
drawn from Eq. (2.29), that is
∆rH ∼ `−1 ∼ m , (2.36)
which means the size of the corresponding horizon shows ﬂuctuations of mag-
nitude ∆rH ∼ rH ∼ RH. This is clearly not acceptable for BHs with mass
m  mp, which we expect to behave (semi)classically. In other words,
the classical picture of a BH as the vacuum geometry generated by a (in-
ﬁnitely) thin matter source does not seem to survive in the quantum de-
scription, and one is led to consider alternative models for astrophysical size
BHs [9, 18, 19, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78].
Quantum BH evaporation
One of the milestones of contemporary theoretical physics is the discovery
that BHs radiate thermally at a characteristic temperature [6, 7]
TH =
m2p
8pim
. (2.37)
However, if we try to extrapolate this temperature to vanishingly small mass
M , we see that TH diverges.
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One can derive improved BH temperatures for m ' mp from the GUP
(see Refs. [11, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86] for detailed computations). Here,
we just recall that one obtains 2
m =
m2p
8pi T
+ 2 pi ξ T , (2.38)
with the condition ξ > 0, which is necessary for the existence of a minimum
BH mass (see Fig. 2.8). We remark that this is consistent with our previous
analysis, since we stated repeatedly that a particle with a mass signiﬁcantly
smaller than mp should not be a BH, i.e. PBH  1 whenever m mp. It is
straightforward to extremise (2.38) and get
mmin =
√
ξ mp , Tmax =
mp
4 pi
√
ξ
. (2.39)
Moreover, we can invert (2.38) in order to obtain T = T (m) and consider
the physical branch, which reproduces the Hawking behaviour T = 0 for
m mp. When 0 < ξ < 1 we can expand the result for m around mp, hence
T
mp
=
1
4pi ξ mp
(
m−
√
m2 − ξ m2p
)
=
1−√1− ξ
4 pi ξ
(
1− m−mp√
1− ξ mp
)
+O [(1−m/mp)2] . (2.40)
We note that such an expansion for T is well-deﬁned even for ξ < 0, sug-
gesting that the microscopic structure of the space-time may be arranged as
a lattice [87]. In the same approximation, we can also expand the canonical
decay rate
−dm
dt
=
8pi3m2 T 4
15m5p `p
(2.41)
' β m
2
mp `p
+O(m−mp) , (2.42)
where 4 · 10−5 < β < 7 · 10−4 when 0 < ξ < 1 [11].
The reader may deem unlikely that an object with a mass of the order of
mp can be faithfully described by the same standard thermodynamics which
arises from a (semi-)classical description of BHs. On the other hand, the
HQM is speciﬁcally designed to hold in a quantum regime. We can therefore
2The parameter ξ here is analogue, but not necessarily equal, to the parameter ξ in
Eq. (2.32).
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Figure 2.8: Temperature vs. mass according to Eq. (2.38) with β = 1/10:
solid line reproduces the Hawking behaviour for large m  mp; dotted line
is the unphysical branch, and their meeting point represents the BH with
minimum mass.
guess that the decay of a Planck size BH will be related to the probability
PT that the particle is found outside its own horizon
3 [11]. Of course, if
the mass m mp, the HWF tells us the particle is most likely not a BH to
begin with, so the above interpretation must be restricted to m ' mp (see
again Fig. 2.5). We ﬁrst deﬁne the complementary probability density
P>(r > rH) = PS(r > rH)PH(rH) , (2.43)
where now
PS(r > rH) = 4pi
∫ ∞
rH
|ψS(r)|2 r2 dr = 2√
pi
Γ
(
3
2
,
r2H
`2
)
. (2.44)
Upon integrating the above probability density over all values of rH, we then
obtain
PT(m) ' a− b m−mp
mp
, (2.45)
where a ' 0.008 and b ' 0.14 are positive constants. We can accordingly
estimate the amount of particle's energy outside the horizon as
∆m ' mPT ' am+O(m−mp) . (2.46)
3The subscript T stands for tunnelling, which alludes to the understanding of the
Hawking emission as a tunnelling process through the horizon [88].
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On the other hand, from the time-energy uncertainty relation, ∆E∆t '
mp `p, one gets the typical emission time
∆t ' `
2
p
∆rH
' ` , (2.47)
employing (1.1) and (2.29). Putting the two pieces together, we ﬁnd that
the ﬂux emitted by a Planck size black hole would satisfy [11]
−∆m
∆t
' a m
`
' a m
2
mp `p
, (2.48)
whose functional behaviour agrees with the result (2.42) obtained from a
GUP.
There is a large discrepancy between the numerical coeﬃcients in Eq. (2.42)
and those in Eq. (2.48). First, we note that Eq. (2.41) holds in the canonical
ensemble of statistical mechanics, and the disparity may therefore arise be-
cause a Planck mass particle cannot be consistently described by standard
thermodynamics, which in turn requires the BH is in quasi-equilibrium with
its own radiation [88, 89]. In fact, the canonical picture does not even enforce
energy conservation, which is instead granted in the microcanonical formal-
ism [90, 91]. However, the HQM is insensitive to thermodynamics and it is
therefore remarkable that the HQM and the GUP yield qualitatively similar
results. In any case, the above analysis of BH evaporation is very prelimi-
nary and signiﬁcant changes are to be expected when considering a better
description of the microscopic structure of quantum BHs [18, 37, 74, 77, 78].
2.3.2 Electrically charged sources
An extension of the original HQM regards the case of electrically charged
massive sources [92, 93, 94, 95, 96], and was obtained in Refs. [14, 15] from
the Reissner-Nordström (RN) metric [97, 98]. The latter is of the form (2.1)
with
f = 1− 2 `pm
mp r
+
Q2
r2
, (2.49)
where m is again the ADM mass and Q is the charge of the source. In the
following, it will be convenient to employ the speciﬁc charge
 =
|Q|mp
`pm
. (2.50)
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The case  = 0 reduces to the neutral Schwarzschild metric. For 0 <  < 1,
the above function f has two zeroes, namely
R± = `p
m
mp
±
√(
`p
m
mp
)2
−Q2
= `p
m
mp
(
1±
√
1− 2
)
, (2.51)
and the RN metric therefore describes a BH. Moreover, the two horizons
coincide for  = 1 and the BH is said to be extremal , while the singularity is
naked, i.e. accessible to an external observer, for  > 1.
Inner Horizon
The case 0 <  ≤ 1 was considered in Ref. [14], where the HQM was extended
for the presence of more than one trapping surface. A procedure similar to the
neutral case was followed for each of the two horizon radii (2.51): one initially
determines the HWFs and then uses them to compute the probability for each
horizon to exist. Eqs. (2.51) is lifted to the quantum level by introducing the
operators rˆ± and Hˆ, which replace their classical counterparts R± and m.
Moreover, these operators are chosen to act multiplicatively on the respective
wave-functions, whereas the speciﬁc charge  remains a simple parameter (c-
number) 4.
First we note the total energy Hˆ can be expressed in terms of the horizon
radii as
`p
Hˆ
mp
=
rˆ+ + rˆ−
2
, (2.52)
and one also has
rˆ± = rˆ∓
1±√1− 2
1∓√1− 2 . (2.53)
We then obtain the HWFs for r+ and r− by expressing p from the mass-
shell relation (2.19) in terms of the eigenvalue E of Hˆ in Eq. (2.52), and
then replacing one of the relations (2.53) into the wave-function representing
the source in momentum space, as in Eq. (2.17). For the usual limiting
4As usual, going from the classical to the quantum realm is aﬀected by ambiguities,
and this choice is not unique.
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case (2.16), ` ∼ m−1, it is straightforward to obtain
ψH(r±) =
√√√√ 1
2pi Γ
(
3
2
, 1
) [ `
`2p(1±
√
1− 2)
]3
Θ (r± −R±)
× exp
{
− `
2 r2±
2`4p (1±
√
1− 2)2
}
, (2.54)
where the minimum radii are given by
R± = `p
m
mp
(
1±
√
1− 2
)
=
`2p
`
(
1±
√
1− 2
)
. (2.55)
The probability densities for the source to be found inside each of the two
horizons turn out to be
P<± = 4√
pi Γ
(
3
2
, 1
) [ `
`2p(1±
√
1− 2)
]3
Θ(r± −R±)
× γ
(
3
2
,
r2±
`2
)
exp
{
− `
2 r2±
`4p (1±
√
1− 2)2
}
r2± . (2.56)
In the neutral case  = 0, P<− is of course ill-deﬁned, while P<+ equals the
probability density (2.22), which means that r+ becomes the Schwarzschild
radius rH.
Fig. 2.9 shows the probability density P<+ for the massive source to
reside inside the external horizon r = r+ for two values of the width ` (above
and below the Planck scale) and three values of the speciﬁc charge . The
maximum of this function clearly decreases when ` increases above `p or,
equivalently, when m gets smaller than the Planck mass. Fig. 2.10 shows the
analogous probability densities P<− for the inner horizon r = r−. Obviously,
the smaller  the smaller is the probability that a trapping surface occurs.
Moreover, as we expected from the start, the density proﬁles coincide in the
extremal case  = 1 (thick and thin dashed lines), because the two horizons
merge.
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Figure 2.9: Probability density P<+ in Eq. (2.56) that the particle is inside
its outer horizon r = r+, for ` = `p/2 (thick lines) and ` = 2 `p (thin lines)
with  = 0.3 (continuous lines),  = 0.8 (dotted lines) and  = 1 (dashed
lines). For  = 1, the two horizons coincide and P<− = P<+.
Integrating over r±, we obtain the probabilities 5
PBH±(`, ) = erf
[
`2p
`2
(
1±
√
1− 2
)]
+
√
pi
2
erfc
[
`2p
`2
(
1±√1− 2)]
Γ
(
3
2
, 1
)
−
(
1±√1− 2) `2p/`2√
pi Γ
(
3
2
, 1
) 3 + `4p`4 (1±√1− 2)2[
1 +
`4p
`4
(1±√1− 2)2
]2 e−
[
1+(1±
√
1−2)2 `
4
p
`4
]
− 2
√
pi
Γ
(
3
2
, 1
) T [√2`2p
`2
(
1±
√
1− 2
)
,
`2
`2p
(
1±√1− 2)
]
. (2.57)
where T is again the Owen's function (A.7).
Fig. 2.11 shows how these probabilities vary with the parameter  for
values of ` above or below the Planck scale. For the outer horizon, it is clear
that PBH+ ' 1 for widths ` . `p (mass larger than mp). On the contrary,
when ` & `p (or m . mp), the probability sensibly decreases as the speciﬁc
charge  approaches 1 from below. We see that this probability is does not
exactly vanish even when ` exceeds the Planck length `p. As an example,
for ` = 2 `p, corresponding to m = mp/2, we ﬁnd 0.15 . PBH+() . 0.2 for
a large interval of values of the speciﬁc charge. PBH+ only falls below 0.1
right before the BH becomes maximally charged ( ' 1). As far as the inner
5It is convenient to deﬁne x± = ` r±/`2p(1±
√
1− 2), and use again Eq. (A.8), with
A = (1±√1− 2) `2p/`2.
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Figure 2.10: Probability density P<− in Eq. (2.56) that particle is inside its
inner horizon r = r−, for ` = `p/2 (thick lines) and ` = 2 `p (thin lines) with
 = 0.3 (continuous lines),  = 0.8 (dotted lines) and  = 1 (dashed lines).
For  = 1, the two horizons coincide and P<− = P<+.
horizon is concerned, the scenario is profoundly diﬀerent. The same plot
shows that the probability PBH−  1 for small values of  and increases with
this parameter. However, the role of ` is prominent because the sharper the
Gaussian packet is localised in space (or the more massive it is), the smaller
the value of  for which this probability becomes signiﬁcant. To summarise,
there is an appreciable range of values of the speciﬁc charge  for which the
inner horizon is not likely to exist (PBH−  1), while the system is a BH
(PBH+ ' 1).
The probabilities PBH± as functions of the width ` are shown in Fig. 2.12
and as functions of the massm in Fig. 2.13, for  = 0.3, 0.8 and 1. It is evident
that smaller values of  allow for PBH+ to approach 1 for smaller masses m.
The specular situation happens when studying the inner probability PBH−.
If we focus on the smallest speciﬁc charge considered here,  = 0.3, we notice
that both probabilities are close to 1 only around m ' 6mp, and not at the
naively expected scale m ' mp. Hence, there exists a non-negligible interval
in the possible values of m (around the Planck scale) for  < 1 in which
PBH+ ' 1 and PBH−  1 . (2.58)
In this interval, the system is most likely a BH, because it is the outer horizon
which dictates this property, while the inner horizon is still not very likely to
exist. Lowering the value of  this range grows larger, while it narrows and
eventually vanishes when approaching the maximally charged limit  = 1.
We conclude by remarking that we could have guessed this result. In
fact, the smaller , the more the system looks like a neutral (Schwarzschild)
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Figure 2.11: Probability PBH+ in Eq. (2.57) for the particle to be a BH (thick
lines) and PBH− in Eq. (2.57) for the particle to be inside its inner horizon
(thin lines) as functions of  for ` = `p/2 (continuous line), ` = `p (dotted
line) and ` = 2 `p (dashed line). For  = 1 the two probabilities merge.
BH, since the mass becomes the dominant parameter and the presence of
charge is (at most) a small perturbation. However, the existence of an inner
horizon at r = R− is phenomenologically very important, because of the
possible instability known as mass inﬂation [99, 100, 101] related to the
speciﬁc features of such a Cauchy horizon. Eq. (2.58) suggests that this
instability should not always occur for 0 <  ≤ 1, even when the particle is
(most likely) a BH.
Quantum Cosmic Censorship
Overcharged sources with  > 1 were analysed in Ref. [15]. We recall that
the cosmic censorship [49] was conjectured in order to exclude such naked
singularities from General Relativity. It is therefore interesting to investigate
whether quantum physics supports this view or can introduce modiﬁcations
of any kind. The analysis is developed by assuming that the overcharged
regime  > 1 is reached by continuing analytically the HWF from the case
0 <  ≤ 1. It is clear that this choice is again not unique, but it should
be consistent at least when the speciﬁc charge is not much greater than the
classical limiting threshold  = 1.
The ﬁrst issue that needs to be taken into consideration for  > 1 is that
the operators rˆ± directly obtained from Eq. (2.53) are not Hermitian. This
could in principle be a reason to give up any observables corresponding to
rˆ± in this classically forbidden region. Nonetheless, one can follow through
and construct a Hermitian radial operator using only the real parts of the
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Figure 2.12: Probability PBH+ for the particle to be a BH (thick lines) and
PBH− for the particle to be inside its inner horizon (thin lines), in Eq. (2.57),
as functions of `, for  = 0.3 (continuous line),  = 0.8 (dotted line) and  = 1
(dashed line). For  = 1 thick and thin dashed lines overlap.
multiplicative operators rˆ±. By continuing analytically Eq. (2.54) for  > 1,
the square modulus of the HWF becomes [15]
|ψH(rH)|2 = N 2 exp
{
−2− 
2
4
`2 r2H
`4p
}
, (2.59)
where rH now replaces both r+ and r− (which in fact merge at  = 1) and N
is a normalisation factor. It so happens that this HWF is still normalisable in
the Schrödinger scalar product (2.10) if rH is a real variable and for speciﬁc
charge values in the range
1 < 2 < 2 . (2.60)
This suggests that there must be a quantum obstruction forbidding the sys-
tem from crossing 2 = 2. We will discuss this issue more completely after
determining the full HWF.
One also needs to modify the step function in Eq. (2.54) when the sys-
tem enters the overcharged regime. First, we note that the real part of the
complex Eq. (2.55) is the same for r+ and r−, and set
RH = Re
[
`2p
`
(
1±
√
1− 2
)]
=
`2p
`
. (2.61)
We can then show that the continuity property which leads to Eq. (2.59)
extends to rˆH when rH is bounded from below by RH. In fact, we can compute
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Figure 2.13: Probability PBH+ for the particle to be a BH (thick lines) and
PBH− for the particle to be inside its inner horizon (thin lines), in Eq. (2.57),
as functions of m, for  = 0.3 (continuous line),  = 0.8 (dotted line) and
 = 1 (dashed line). For  = 1 thick and thin dashed lines overlap.
the expectation value
〈 rˆH 〉 = 4pi
∫ ∞
RH
|ψH(rH)|2 r3H drH =
2√
2− 2
Γ
(
2, 2−
2
4
)
Γ
(
3
2
, 2−
2
4
) RH , (2.62)
and observe that this expression matches the analogous expressions from the
regime 0 <  ≤ 1,
〈 rˆ± 〉 = 4pi
∫ ∞
R±
|ψ±(r±)|2 r3± dr± =
Γ (2, 1)
Γ
(
3
2
, 1
) R± , (2.63)
in the limit  = 1, namely
lim
↘1
〈 rˆH 〉 = Γ (2, 1)
Γ
(
3
2
, 1
) `2p
`
= lim
↗1
〈 rˆ± 〉 . (2.64)
Moreover, the same holds for the corresponding uncertainties, that is
∆r2H(`, → 1+) = ∆r2±(`, → 1−) . (2.65)
We omit the details here [15], and just remark that, for  = 1, the width
of the Gaussian ` > 〈 rˆH 〉 for m <
√
Γ
(
3
2
, 1
)
/Γ(2, 1)mp ' 0.8mp. The
gravitational ﬂuctuations in the size of the source will thus be subdominant
when its mass is sensibly smaller than the Planck massmp, like in the neutral
case.
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Figure 2.14: Expectation value 〈 rˆH 〉 (solid line) and its uncertainty ∆rH
(dashed line), in units of `p, as functions of the speciﬁc charge 1 < 
2 < 2
and ` = `p (m = mp).
Let us now consider what happens when approaching the critical speciﬁc
charge 2 = 2. One may have already noticed that
〈 rˆH 〉 ' 8√
pi (2− 2)
`2p
`
, (2.66)
so that the ratio 〈 rˆH 〉/` diverges in the limit 2 → 2, regardless of the mass
m = mp `p/`. Moreover, since
∆rH '
√
3pi/8− 1 〈 rˆH 〉 ' 0.4 〈 rˆH 〉 , (2.67)
the uncertainty ∆rH shows the same behaviour for 
2 → 2 (see also Fig. 2.14).
In the same way that led to Eq. (2.57), we can obtain the probability PBH
that the particle is a BH for  in the allowed range (2.60),
PBH =
4√
pi Γ
(
3
2
, 2−
2
4
) ∫ ∞√
2−2
2
γ
(
3
2
,
4
2− 2
`4p
`4
x2
)
e−x
2
x2 dx , (2.68)
where x ≡ √2− 2 ` rH/2 `2p.
This probability is computed numerically and plotted in Fig. 2.15 as a
function of . One notes that, for a Gaussian width much smaller than `p,
PBH ' 1 throughout the whole range of the speciﬁc charge, which extends a
similar result for 0 <  ≤ 1. Nevertheless, even when ` signiﬁcantly exceeds
the Planck length, we see that the same result is obtained in the limit 2 → 2.
It is important to recall that, when the system is far from the Planck scale,
`  〈 rˆH 〉, quantum ﬂuctuations in the particle's position dominate and
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Figure 2.15: PBH as a function of  for ` = `p/2 (solid line), ` = `p (dotted
line) and ` = 2 `p (dashed line). Cases with ` `p are not plotted since they
behave the same as ` = `p/2, i.e. an object with 1 < 
2 < 2 must be a BH.
PBH  1 accordingly. However, strong quantum ﬂuctuations in the size of
the horizon appear in the overcharged regime where the probability PBH is
large, since 〈 rˆH 〉 and ∆rH blow up for 2 → 2.
Bearing all the limitations and ambiguities in the above analysis, the
picture that emerges is that of a quantum version of the cosmic censorship:
ﬁrst of all it appears that (slightly) overcharged conﬁgurations may exist,
but have a large probability of being BHs, rather than naked singularities;
secondly, when the speciﬁc charge is larger than a critical value (here found to
be  ' 1.4), there exist no well-behaved HWF and the gravitational radius of
the system cannot be deﬁned. Of course, one should not forget that assuming
a Gaussian wave-function for the source already restricts these conclusions
to masses of the order of the Planck scale, and not too much larger, as we
recalled in section 2.3.1.
2.3.3 Particle collisions in (1 + 1) dimensions
A straightforward extension of the HQM to a state containing two free parti-
cles colliding head-on in one-dimensional ﬂat space was presented in Ref. [12],
where both constituents are represented by Gaussian wave-functions centred
around the positions Xi and having linear momentum Pi (i = 1 or 2),
〈xi; 0 | ψ(i)S 〉 ≡ ψS(xi) = e−i
Pi xi
mp `p
e
− (xi−Xi)
2
2 `i√
pi1/2 `i
, (2.69)
where dynamical phases are neglected since we will only consider snapshots
of the collision. Like in the one-particle case, one switches to momentum
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space in order to compute the spectral decomposition of the system,
〈 pi; 0 | ψ(i)S 〉 ≡ ψS(pi) = e−i
pi Xi
mp`p
e
− (pi−Pi)
2
2 ∆i√
pi1/2 ∆i
, (2.70)
where the width ∆i = mp`p/`i, and we will use the relativistic ﬂat-space
dispersion relation E2i = p
2
i +m
2
i , just like in the single particle case (2.19). It
is particularly interesting to consider particles with masses m1 ' m2  mp,
so that the probability that they form a BH can be signiﬁcant only in the
ultra-relativistic limit |Pi| ∼ Ei ∼ mp, which implies
`i ' `p mp|Pi| , ∆i ' |Pi| . (2.71)
The two-particle state can be written as
|ψ(1,2)S 〉 =
2∏
i=1
 +∞∫
−∞
dpi ψS(pi, t) |pi〉
 , (2.72)
and the coeﬃcients in the spectral decomposition (2.6) are given by
C(E) =
+∞∫
−∞
+∞∫
−∞
ψS(p1)ψS(p2) δ(E − E1 − E2) dp1 dp2 . (2.73)
The HWF is deﬁned in the rest frame of the possible BH, that is in the
centre-of-mass coordinate system with P1 = −P2 ≡ P > 0. From P ∼ mp 
m1 ' m2, we can also set X1 ' −X2 ≡ X > 0. The unnormalised HWF is
then given by [12]
ψH = e
−mpr
2
H
16`2p P
−X2P2
`2pm
2
p Erf
(
1 +
mp rH
4 `p P
+ i
XP
`pmp
)
−e−
mpr
2
H
16`2p P
−X2P2
`2pm
2
p Erf
(
1− mp rH
4 `p P
− i XP
`pmp
)
+2 e
−1− 2iXP
`pmp
−mpr
2
H
16`2pP cosh
(
mprH
2 `pP
+ i
rHX
2 `2p
)
Erf
(
mprH
4 `pP
)
,(2.74)
whose normalisation can be computed numerically for ﬁxed X and P .
The energy of the system is solely determined by the momentum, and in
fact we notice from Fig. 2.16 that PH = |ψH(rH)|2 does not vary much with
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Figure 2.16: Top panel: square modulus of ψS for P = mp and X = 0 (solid
line) X = 7 `p (dashed line) and X = 15 `p (dotted line). Bottom panel:
square modulus of ψH for P = mp and X = 0 (solid line) X = 7 `p (dashed
line) and X = 15 `p (dotted line). Particles are inside the horizon only for
suﬃciently small X.
X, but is clearly aﬀected by P (see Fig. 2.17). Moreover, the peak of the
probability density PH is always located around rH ' 2 `p (2P/mp).
The ﬁnal step is to compute the probability (2.14) that the two-particle
system is a BH as a function of the distance X of each particle from the
center-of-mass and the total energy 2P (see Fig. 2.18). One may argue that
a rough estimate of the time evolution is given by considering this function
along lines of constant P and decreasing X. In fact, it is easy to see that
the probability increases to a maximum for X = 0, when the two particles
overlap exactly. Hence, there is a large probability that the collision forms a
BH, e.g. PBH(X, 2P & 2mp) & 80%, when
X . 2 `p (2P/mp)− `p = rH(2P )− `p . (2.75)
The second term in the r.h.s. can be viewed as a quantum correction to the
hoop formula (1.1) for E ' 2P & 2mp, and becomes negligible for large
(semi)classical BHs produced in collisions with 2P  mp. Lowering P , we
have that the region PBH(X, 2P . 2mp) & 80% corresponds to the momenta
satisfying 2P & mp (1+X2/9 `2p) and its boundary PBH(X, 2P . 2mp) ' 80%
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Figure 2.17: Top panel: square modulus of ψS for X = 0 and P = mp (solid
line) P = 3mp/5 (dashed line) and P = 2mp/5 (dotted line). Bottom panel:
square modulus of ψH for X = 0 and P = mp (solid line) P = 3mp/5 (dashed
line) and P = 2mp/5 (dotted line). Particles' location is sharper the fuzzier
(more spread) the horizon location and vice versa.
Figure 2.18: Probability the two-particle system is a BH as a function of X
and P (in units of Planck length and mass respectively).
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can be approximated by
2P −mp ' mp X2/9 `2p , (2.76)
which crosses the axis X = 0 for 2P ' mp. This curve represents a further
correction to the hoop conjecture (1.1), and supports the conclusion that the
mass of quantum BHs is bounded below by about mp. We should remark
that, although these numerical values strongly depend on what probability
PBH is considered large enough, the slope in Eq. (2.75) agrees perfectly with
Eq. (1.1). One can thus conclude that, despite the great simpliﬁcations
assumed in this analysis, the HQM appears suitable to extend the hoop
conjecture into the quantum description of BH formation.
2.3.4 Higher and lower dimensional models
The idea that the number of dimensions of space-time is not exactly four as we
experience, was proposed in order to explain some puzzles of the Standard
Model, like the hierarchy problem, or for consistence with string theory.
Remarkably, in D > 3 spatial dimensions, the fundamental gravitational
mass mD  mp, and `D = ~/mD  `p, where
GD =
`D−2D
mD
. (2.77)
This opens up the possibility of having much lighter BHs, possibly within
the reach of current high-energy experiments [102, 103]. This happens both
in the ADD [104, 105] and the Randall-Sundrum [106, 107] models (for a
comprehensive, see Ref. [108]). In Ref. [109] the HQM probability that BHs
form in the ADD scenario was computed, with some interesting consequences.
It is also instructive to study theories with less than three spatial di-
mensions, since the corresponding quantum theories are simpler and can be
solved exactly [110]. In recent years, interest in such theories was also re-
vived by the possibility that the number of spatial dimensions eﬀectively
decreases when approaching `p, regardless of the model under considera-
tion. This eﬀect is called spontaneous dimensional reduction and has been
extended to various contexts, most of which with special focus on the en-
ergy dependence of the spectral dimension, including causal dynamical tri-
angulations [111, 112, 113] and non-commutative geometry inspired mecha-
nisms [114, 115, 116, 117]. An alternative approach is built on the claim that
the eﬀective dimensionality of space-time increases as the ambient energy
scale decreases [118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123].
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(1 +D)-dimensional Schwarzschild metric
In D spatial dimensions, the generalised Schwarzschild metric is given by
ds2 = −
(
1− RD
rD−2
)
dt2 +
(
1− RD
rD−2
)−1
dr2 + rD−1 dΩD−1 , (2.78)
where the classical horizon radius is
RD =
(
2GD m
|D − 2|
) 1
D−2
=

1
2G1m
if D = 1
(
2GD m
D − 2
) 1
D−2
if D > 2 .
(2.79)
Note that D = 2 is excluded because in that case there exists no asymptoti-
cally ﬂat BH, and we do not want to include a cosmological constant.
The source of the gravitational ﬁeld is still described by a Gaussian wave-
function, that is
ψS(r) =
e−
r2
2 `2
(`
√
pi)D/2
, (2.80)
whose momentum space counterpart is
ψ˜S(p) =
e−
p2
2 ∆2
(∆
√
pi)D/2
, (2.81)
where ∆ = mD `D/` and, taking again Eq. (2.16), ` ∼ m−1, we recover
∆ ' m. As in D = 3, we assume the relativistic mass-shell relation in ﬂat
space (2.19), and, for D > 3, one obtains the HWF
ψH =
{
D − 2
`DD pi
D/2
[
(D − 2) `
2 `D
] D
D−2 Γ
(
D
2
)
Γ
(
D
2D−4 , 1
)}1/2
×Θ(rH −RD) exp
{
−(D − 2)
2
8
`2 r
2(D−2)
H
`
2(D−1)
D
}
, (2.82)
whose normalisation was ﬁxed in the scalar product
〈ψH | φH 〉 = ΩD−1
∫ ∞
0
ψ∗H(rH)φH(rH) r
D−1
H drH , (2.83)
where ΩD−1 is the volume of the D−sphere.
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For D = 1, there is an important change of sign in the argument of the
step function. In fact, the generalisation (1.6) of the hoop conjecture (1.1)
is now satisﬁed when 0 ≤ rH ≤ R1 and the HWF reads
ψH =
√
2/`
Γ
(−1
2
, 1
) Θ(R1 − rH) exp{− `2
8 r2H
}
, (2.84)
which otherwise is the same as (2.82) with D = 1.
BH probability
It is straightforward to write down the probability for the particle to be inside
a D-dimensional ball of radius rH,
PS(r < rH) = ΩD−1
∫ rH
0
|ψS(r)|2 rD−1 dr , (2.85)
and the probability density that the gravitational radius equals rH is
PH(rH) = ΩD−1 rD−1 |ψH(rH)|2 . (2.86)
Omitting the details, one then ﬁnds
P< = 2
`DD
[
(D − 2) `
2 `D
] D
D−2 D − 2
Γ
(
D
2D−4 , 1
)
Γ
(
D
2
) Θ(rH −RD)
× γ
(
D
2
,
r2H
`2
)
exp
{
−(D − 2)
2
4
`2 r
2(D−2)
H
`
2(D−1)
D
}
rD−1H (2.87)
and the BH probability is
PBH =
2(D − 2)
Γ
(
D
2D−4 , 1
)
Γ
(
D
2
)
×
∫ ∞
1
γ
D
2
,
[
2
D − 2
(
`D
`
)D−1] 2D−2
x2D
 e−x2(D−2)D xD−1D dxD ,(2.88)
where we deﬁned xD−2D = (D−2) ` rD−2H /2 `D−1D . Eq. (2.88) depends, as usual,
on the Gaussian width `, but also on the number D of spatial dimensions
(with D = 3 reproducing Eq. (2.23)). Since the above integral cannot be
performed analytically for a general D, in Fig. 2.19 we show the numerical
dependence on ` of the above probability for diﬀerent spatial dimensions, and
compare it with the approximation obtained by taking the limit RD → 0.
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Figure 2.19: Probability PBH(`) of a particle to be a BH (straight line) com-
pared to its analytical approximation (dashed line), for D = 5 and 9.
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Figure 2.20: Probability PBH(`,m) for a particle to be a BH in D = 1, for
m = m1 (solid line), m = 3m1/4 (dashed line) and m = m1/2 (dotted line).
The most important fact here is that the probability PBH = PBH(m,D) at
a given m decreases signiﬁcantly for increasing D, and for large values of D
a particle of mass m ' mD is most likely not a BH. This result should have a
strong impact on the number of BHs produced in particle collisions. In fact,
one expects the eﬀective production cross-section σ(E) ∼ PBH(E)σBH(E),
where σBH ∼ 4 pi E2 is the usual expression following from Eq. (1.1). Since
PBH can be very small, σ(E) σBH(E) for D > 4, and much less BHs should
be produced than estimated previously [103].
For D = 1 and ` = λm, we can integrate the density
PH = 2/`
Γ
(−1
2
, 1
) Θ(R1 − |rH|) erf (rH
`
)
exp
{
− `
2
4 r2H
}
, (2.89)
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obtained from Eq. (2.84), and ﬁnd
PBH =
1
Γ
(−1
2
, 1
) ∫ 1
0
erf
(x1
2
)
e
− 1
x21 dx1 ' 0.44 , (2.90)
where x1 = 2 rH/`, which can also be obtained from Eq. (2.88) by setting
D = 1. This last equation reveals a striking diﬀerence between D = 1 and
higher-dimensional space-times. The maximum probability that a BH may
form is independent of the mass of the source. This result is supported by
the fact that the one-dimensional gravitational constant G1 = ~ and
〈 rˆH 〉 ' R1(m) ' λm , (2.91)
for any possible mass, and hence no source can be treated in a classical way.
Moreover, for more general cases with ` > λm, particles with masses consid-
erably lower than the mass scale m1 still have a relatively large probability
to be BHs (see Fig. 2.20) [109]. Another important feature of the HWF in
D = 1 is that
∆rH ' ` ' ∆p−1 , (2.92)
that is the uncertainty in the horizon radius shows the same dependence on
the momentum uncertainty found in the Heisenberg relation. This implies
that we cannot obtain a GUP in D = 1 by combining (linearly) the above
the two uncertainties, unlike in the three-dimensional case (2.32). In fact, all
of these results agree with the notion that two-dimensional BHs are strictly
quantum objects [117].
GUP from HWF in higher dimensions
For D > 3, we have
〈 rˆ 〉 = 2
1−D√pi (D − 1)!
Γ
(
D
2
)2 ` (2.93)
and
〈 rˆ2 〉 = D
2
`2 . (2.94)
Moreover,
∆p =
√
ADm =
√
ADmD
`D
`
, (2.95)
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so that
∆r
`D
=
√
AD
`
`D
= AD
mD
∆p
, (2.96)
where
AD ≡ D
2
−
(
21−D
√
pi
Γ
(
D
2
)2 (D − 1)!
)2
. (2.97)
From the HWF (2.82), we likewise obtain the expectation values
〈 rˆH 〉 =
E D−5
2D−4
(1)
E D−4
2D−4
(1)
RD (2.98)
and
〈 rˆ2H 〉 =
E D−6
2D−4
(1)
E D−4
2D−4
(1)
R2D , (2.99)
in terms of the exponential integral (2.30), so that
∆rH
`D
= CD
(
`D
`
) 1
D−2
= BD
(
∆p
mD
) 1
D−2
, (2.100)
where BD = A
− 2
D−2
D CD and
CD =
√√√√E D−62D−4 (1)
E D−4
2D−4
(1)
−
(
E D−5
2D−4
(1)
E D−4
2D−4
(1)
)2 (
2
D − 2
) 1
D−2
. (2.101)
By combining the two uncertainties (2.96) and (2.100) linearly, one ﬁnally
ﬁnds
∆r
`D
= AD
mD
∆p
+ ξ BD
(
∆p
mD
) 1
D−2
, (2.102)
where, like before, the coeﬃcient ξ is a dimensionless parameter.
Fig. 2.21 shows the total uncertainty ∆r for diﬀerent numbers of spatial
dimensions (and ξ = 1). It is clear that in higher dimensions, one obtains
the same qualitative behaviour as in D = 3, with Eq. (2.102) being again
minimised by a length LD corresponding to an energy scale MD, which we
plot in Figs. 2.22 and 2.23 as functions of the parameter ξ. From these
plots we can infer that, for every value of D considered here, the assumption
MD ' mD makes large values of ξ signiﬁcant, whilst the opposite happens if
we set LD ' `D.
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Figure 2.21: Uncertainty ∆r as function of ∆p for D = 4 and 5 and ξ = 1.
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Figure 2.22: Minimum scale LD as function of the parameter ξ for D = 4
and 5.
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Figure 2.23: Minimum scale MD as function of the parameter ξ for D = 4
and 5.
2.4 Causal time evolution
So far, time evolution was not considered. In the case of the two colliding
wave-packets, one could sort of infer how the probability for the system
of particles to form a BH evolves by looking at the plot representing this
probability as a function of the distance between the two particles. However,
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in this crude approximation, nothing would forbid the two particles from
crossing each other, and the probability PBH to reach one and then decrease.
How a non-negligible BH probability could aﬀect the evolution of a quantum
state was addressed in Ref. [13] for the usual spherically symmetric Gaussian
wave-packet (2.15). In order to simplify the analysis, all Standard Model
interactions are neglected and the point of view is taken of an observer placed
at a very large distance from this particle. It seems therefore sensible to
assume that, if the particle is not a BH (PBH  1), the time evolution is
governed by the standard Schrödinger equation with the Hamiltonian H = E
of the mass-shell Eq. (2.19). If instead the system is a BH (PBH ' 1), no
evolution should appear to occur at all (Hawking evaporation is also neglected
in this toy model). The pictured considered in Ref. [13] is therefore of a BH
as a frozen star 6.
When the wave-packet ψS does not fall into one of the above two limiting
conditions, the evolution for arbitrarily short time intervals δt is taken to
be described by means of the combination
ψS(r, t+ δt) =
[
µH(t) Iˆ+ µ¯H(t) e
− i δt
mp`p
Hˆ
]
ψS(r, t) , (2.103)
where Iˆ is the identity operator and the coeﬃcients
µH(t) ' PBH(t) ' 1− µ¯H(t) , (2.104)
so that the two limiting behaviours are included by construction and unitarity
is preserved,
1 = µ2H + µ¯
2
H + 2 µ¯H µH cos
(
δt
mp`p
Hˆ
)
' (µH + µ¯H)2 , (2.105)
for δt suﬃciently short (see below about this very important point). In this
limit, Eq. (2.103) results in the eﬀective Schrödinger equation
imp`p
δψS(r, t)
δt
' [1− PBH(t)] Hˆ ψS(r, t) , (2.106)
which reproduces the standard quantum mechanical evolution in the limit
PBH → 0. Since the (now time-dependent) probability PBH = PBH(t) is deter-
mined by the entire wave-function ψS = ψS(r, t) and its associated HWF, the
apparently trivial correction it introduces is instead non-local, and cannot be
reproduced by means of a local interaction term of the form Hint = Hint(r, t).
6Historically, this name was commonly used for gravitationally collapsed objects before
the term BH was introduced [63].
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This insight makes it evident that it will be generally very hard to solve
Eq. (2.106) for a ﬁnite time interval.
By employing the spectral decomposition at ﬁxed time t,
ψS(r, t) =
∑
E
CE(t) j0(E, r) , (2.107)
where j0 is a spherical Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind, Eq. (2.103) can be
written as
imp`p δCE(t) ' [1− PBH(t)]E CE(t) δt . (2.108)
One can now determine δCE(t) provided ψS(t) is known, and reconstruct
both ψS and ψH at the time t+ δt, in order to proceed to the next time step.
If ψS(r, t = 0) is the Gaussian wave-function (2.15), the corresponding
PBH(t = 0) = PBH(`,m) discussed in Section 2.3.1, and this state will likely
be a BH only if m & mp and ` . `p. In particular, by setting E ' mp, we
expect the evolution equation (2.108) holds for
δt . `p
mp
E
' `p , (2.109)
and even shorter intervals for modes with energy E  mp, which is a
form of the natural duality (E > mp) ⇔ (δt < `p). One can now solve
Eq. (2.108) with a time step satisfying (2.109), and subsequently obtain the
wave-function ψS(r, t = δt) by inverting the decomposition (2.107). Fig. 2.24
shows the probability density PS = 4pi r2 |ψS(r, t)|2 at t = 0 and t = δt = `p
for m = 3mp/4 and ` = λm = 4 `p/3. One can make a comparison with the
density arising from the standard free evolution during the same interval of
time δt = `p. In this case, the initial state is characterised by the minimum
gravitational radius RH = 1.5 `p given in Eq. (1.6), the expectation value
of the energy 〈E 〉 ' 1.15mp, the Schwarzschild radius 〈 rˆH 〉 ' 2.3 `p, and
initial probability PBH ' 0.8. One immediately notices that the modiﬁed
evolution makes the packet more conﬁned than the usual quantum mechani-
cal one. However, since the packet will keep on spreading, it is reasonable to
guess that PBH(t + δt) < PBH(t), and the eﬀect of the horizon will mitigate
over time.
Longer time evolutions can be obtained by discretising the time as t =
n δt, where n is a positive integer and the time step δt is bounded by (2.109)
for all relevant energies E in the spectrum (2.107). In Ref. [13] a numerical
approach was employed in order to keep all these features under control.
Fig. 2.25 shows the probability densities PS and PH for m = 3mp/4 and
` = λm = 4 `p/3, at the time t = 10 δt = 10 `p. The broadening of PS is
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Figure 2.24: Time-evolution of the probability density for the initial Gaussian
packet (2.15) with m = 3mp/4 and ` = λm = 4 `p/3 (dashed line) according
to standard quantum mechanics (dotted line) compared to its causal evolu-
tion (2.106) (solid line) for δt = `p.
clearly slower than in the standard quantum evolution, but still leads to a
decreasing BH probability density. The time evolution of the BH probability
is displayed in Fig. 2.26 for λm = ` = `p, 4 `p/3 and 2 `p. As usual, whenever
the Gaussian width exceeds the Planck length, ` > `p, the BH probability
tends to vanish very fast. A possible interpretation of this result is that the
initial quantum BH decays and its own Hawking radiation is simulated by
the widening of the wave-function [13].
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Figure 2.25: Upper panel: probability density from the ﬁnal wave-packet
ψS(r, 10 `p) with ` = 4 `p/3 from the modiﬁed evolution (2.106) (solid line)
compared to the freely evolved packet (dotted line) and initial packet ψS(r, 0)
(dashed line). Bottom panel: horizon probability density for the Gaussian
particle in the upper panel at t = 0 (dotted line) and t = 10 `p (solid line).
Note that ψH(rH < RH, t) = 0, for RH ≡ 1.5 `p.
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Figure 2.26: Time-evolution of the probability PBH for the Gaussian wave-
function (2.15) for ` = `p (solid line), ` = 4 `p/3 (dashed line) and ` = 2`p
(dotted line).
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Chapter 3
Corpuscular model
The simple and intuitive corpuscular model recently introduced by Dvali and
Gomez in Refs. [73], and widely developed in Refs. [19, 124, 125, 126, 127,
128, 129, 130, 131], puts gravitation under a new light. The model is based
on the assumption that the classical geometry should be viewed as an eﬀec-
tive description of a quantum state with a large graviton occupation number,
where gravitons play the role of space-time quanta, very much like photons
are light quanta in a laser beam. Unlike photons, which do not interact with
each other via quantum electrodynamics, graviton-graviton interaction is me-
diated by gravitation itself, whose attractive nature can thus lead to form
a ball of superposed gravitational quanta. When such a superposition is a
ground-state, the gravitational ﬁeld is eﬀectively a Bose-Einstein condensate
(BEC): Dvali and Gomez conjectured this is precisely what happens inside
BHs. Even when considering a strong gravitational regime, as expected to
happen at the verge of BH formation, the whole construction can be nicely
explained under Newtonian approximation. The Newtonian potential at a
distance r generated by a system of N gravitons, each with eﬀective mass m
(so that the total mass M = N m) is
VN(r) ' −GNM
r
= −`pN m
rmp
. (3.1)
This potential can be strong enough to conﬁne the gravitons themselves inside
a ﬁnite volume where they are all superposed on each other. The gravitons
eﬀective mass m can be related to their characteristic quantum mechanical
size via the Compton/de Broglie wavelength λm ' }m = `p mpm . If one assumes
that the interaction is negligible outside the ball of gravitons and constant
inside, with average interaction distance r = λm, the potential simpliﬁes to
VN(r) ' −GN M
λm
Θ(λm − r) := VN(λm) , (3.2)
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which results in an average potential energy per graviton
Um ' mVN(λm) := −N αm , (3.3)
where
α =
`2p
λ2m
=
m2
m2p
, (3.4)
is the gravitational coupling.
One can think of virtually superposing gravitons one by one, thus strength-
ening their reciprocal attraction, until they ﬁnd themselves conﬁned inside
a deep enough potential well from which they cannot escape. The condi-
tion for the gravitons to be marginally bound is reached when each single
graviton has just not enough energy EK = m to escape the potential well,
EK + U ' 0 . (3.5)
At this point, one has created a BH solely out of condensed gravitational
quanta. When this condition is reached, the gravitons are "maximally packed",
and their number satisﬁes
N α ' 1 . (3.6)
The eﬀective graviton mass correspondingly scales as
m ' mp√
N
, (3.7)
while the total mass of the BH scales like 1
M = N m '
√
N mp . (3.8)
Moreover, the horizon's size, namely the Schwarzschild radius
RH = 2 `p
M
mp
, (3.9)
is spontaneously quantised as commonly expected [132], that is
RH '
√
N `p . (3.10)
1This scaling relation had been already found in [133] without fully understanding its
role in the case of BH formation.
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This simple, purely gravitational BH 2 can now be shown to emit purely
gravitational Hawking radiation. In a ﬁrst order approximation, reciprocal
2→ 2 graviton scatterings inside the condensate will give rise to a depletion
rate
Γ ∼ 1
N2
N2
1√
N `p
, (3.11)
where the factor N−2 comes from α2, the second factor is combinatoric (there
are about N gravitons scattering with other N − 1 ' N gravitons), and the
last factor comes from the characteristic energy of the process ∆E ∼ m. The
amount of gravitons in the condensate will then decrease according to [73]
N˙ ' −Γ ' − 1√
N `p
+O(N−1) . (3.12)
As explained in Refs. [73], this emission of gravitons reproduces the purely
gravitational part of the Hawking radiation and contributes to the shrinking
of the BH according to the standard results
M˙ ' mp N˙√
N
∼ − mp
N `p
∼ − m
3
p
`pM2
. (3.13)
From this ﬂux one can then read oﬀ the eﬀective Hawking temperature
TH '
m2p
8 piM
∼ m ∼ mp√
N
, (3.14)
where the last expression is precisely the approximate value we shall use
throughout.
3.1 Scalar toy-gravitons coupled to a source
The model presented in the previous section is very simple and leads to
very reasonable properties, but in its original form lacks some features that
might make it even more appealing. For example, the connection with the
usual geometrical picture of GR is not immediate, and the horizon emerges
from a classical mechanical condition (the binding condition of Eq. (3.5)),
rather than from relativistic considerations (as it happens in the case of the
hoop conjecture).
2This model is only made of gravitational energy, with no contribution from other
particle species. For some preliminary results regarding the role of baryons, see Ref. [134].
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Trying to understand the corpuscular theory of Dvali and Gomez, using
diﬀerent tools can be of some help. In Refs. [18], QFT was proposed in
order to model a self-sustained graviton system. To simplify the description,
the authors consider scalar toy-gravitons instead of regular gravitons, which
allows to employ the Klein-Gordon equation for a real and massless scalar
ﬁeld φ coupled to a real scalar current J in Minkowski space-time,
2φ(x) = q J(x) , (3.15)
where 2 = ηµν ∂µ ∂ν and q is a dimensionless coupling. One then also assumes
that the current is time-independent, ∂0J = 0. In momentum space, with
kµ = (k0,k), this leads to
k0 J˜(kµ) = 0 (3.16)
which is solved by the distribution
J˜(kµ) = 2pi δ(k0) J˜(k) , (3.17)
where J˜∗(k) = J˜(−k). For the spatial part, exact spherical symmetry is
assumed, so that the analysis is restricted to functions of the kind f(x) =
f(r), with r = |x|. Classical spherically symmetric solutions of Eq. (3.15)
can be formally written as
φc(r) = q2
−1J(r) , (3.18)
and they can be found more easily in momentum space. The latter is deﬁned
by the integral trasnformation
f˜(k) = 4 pi
∫ +∞
0
dr r2 j0(kr) f(r) , (3.19)
where
j0(kr) =
sin(kr)
k r
, (3.20)
is a spherical Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind and k = |k|. This gives the
solution
φ˜c(k) = −q J˜(k)
k2
. (3.21)
For example, for a current with Gaussian proﬁle,
J(r) =
e−r
2/(2σ2)
(2 pi σ2)3/2
, (3.22)
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one ﬁnds
J˜(k) = e−k
2σ2/2 (3.23)
and the corresponding classical scalar ﬁeld is given by
φc(r) = − q
2pi2
∫ +∞
0
dk j0(kr) e
−k2σ2/2
= − q
4pi r
erf
(
r√
2σ
)
, (3.24)
where erf is the error function. At large distances from the source J , when
r  σ, the ﬁeld φ reproduces the classical Newtonian potential (3.1), i.e.
VN =
4pi
q
GN M φc ' −GNM
r
(3.25)
In the quantum theory, the classical conﬁgurations (3.18) are replaced
by coherent states. To prove this statement, one can start with the normal-
ordered quantum Hamiltonian density in momentum space,
Hˆ = k aˆ′†k aˆ′k + H˜g , (3.26)
where H˜g is the ground state energy density,
H˜g = −q2 |J˜(k)|
2
2 k2
, (3.27)
and the standard ladder operators are shifted according to
aˆ′k = aˆk + q
J˜(k)√
2 k3
. (3.28)
The source-dependent ground state |g〉 is annihilated by the shifted annihi-
lation operator,
aˆ′k |g〉 = 0 , (3.29)
and is a coherent state in terms of the standard ﬁeld vacuum,
aˆk |g〉 = −q J˜(k)√
2 k3
|g〉 = g(k) |g〉 , (3.30)
with g = g(k) being an eigenvalue of the shifted annihilation operator. This
results in
|g〉 = e−N/2 exp
{∫
k2 dk
2 pi2
g(k) aˆ†k
}
|0〉 , (3.31)
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with N representing the expectation value of the number of quanta in the
coherent state,
N =
∫
k2 dk
2 pi2
〈g| aˆ†k aˆk |g〉
=
q2
(2 pi)2
∫
dk
k
|J˜(k)|2 , (3.32)
from which the occupation number is found to be
nk =
( q
2pi
)2 |J˜(k)|2
k
. (3.33)
It is now straightforward to verify that the expectation value of the ﬁeld in
the state |g〉 coincides with its classical value,
〈g| φˆk |g〉 = 1√
2 k
〈g|
(
aˆk + aˆ
†
−k
)
|g〉
=
1√
2 k
〈g|
(
aˆ′k + aˆ
′†
−k
)
|g〉 − q J˜(k)
k2
= φ˜c(k) , (3.34)
thus |g〉 is a realisation of the Ehrenfest theorem.
It is important to note that Eq. (3.32) presents a UV divergence if the
source has inﬁnitely thin support, and an IR divergence if the source contains
modes of vanishing momenta (which would only be physically consistent with
an eternal source). Because to this, the state |g〉 and the number N are not
mathematically well-deﬁned in general. Anyway, the UV divergence can be
cured, for example, by using a Gaussian distribution like the one in Eq. (3.22),
while the IR divergence can be eliminated if the scalar ﬁeld is massive or the
system is enclosed within a ﬁnite volume (so that allowed modes are also
quantised).
3.1.1 Black holes as self-sustained quantum states
One can now analyse a star, made of ordinary matter whose density is
distributed according to
ρ = M J , (3.35)
where M is the total (proper) energy of the star. Its Newtonian potential
energy is given by UM = M VN, so that φc is accordingly determined by
Eq. (3.25) and the quantum state of φˆ by Eq. (3.34).
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During the formation of a BH, the gravitons are expected to dominate
the dynamics over the matter source [73]. Then, one can assume the matter
contribution is negligible, and the source J in the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.15) is thus
provided by the gravitons themselves. This source, consisting of gravitons, is
roughly conﬁned in a ﬁnite spherical volume V = 4pi R3/3 (this is a crucial
feature for the classicalization of gravity [55, 56] and requires an attractive
self-interaction for the scalar ﬁeld to admit bound states). The energy den-
sity (3.35) must then be equal to the average energy density inside the volume
V , which in turn is given by the average potential energy of each graviton
in V , times the number of gravitons: N Um/V . 3 This assumption is quali-
tatively the same as the marginally bound condition (3.5) with N EK ∼ J .
After some simple substitutions one ﬁnds
J ' −3N GN m
qR3
φc , (3.36)
inside the volume V , where m is the energy of each of the N scalar gravitons.
Using this condition into Eq. (3.21), one ﬁnds
3N GNm
R3 k2
=
3RH
2R3 k2
' 1 , (3.37)
where
RH = 2GNM (3.38)
is the classical Schwarzschild radius of the object. One can infer that a self-
sustained system of gravitons will contain only the modes with momentum
numbers k = kc such that
Rkc '
√
RH
R
, (3.39)
where numerical coeﬃcients of order one were dropped in line with the qual-
itative nature of the analysis.
This clearly does not happen in the Newtonian case, where the poten-
tial generated by an ordinary matter source would allow any momentum
numbers. Ideally, this means that, if the gravitons represent the main self-
gravitating source, the quantum state of the system must be given in terms
of just one mode φkc . A coherent state of the form in Eq. (3.31) requires a
3Each graviton interacts with the other N − 1, so that the energy of each graviton is
proportional to (N − 1)Um, but one can safely approximate N − 1 ' N , given that N is
considered large.
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distribution of diﬀerent momenta and cannot thus be built this way, i.e. by
means of a strictly conﬁned source. Furthermore, the relation (3.32) between
N and the source momenta does not apply here. Instead, for very large N ,
all scalars are in the state |kc〉 and form a BEC.
Consider now that, for an ordinary star, the typical size is much greater
than its Schwarzschild radius (R  RH) and therefore kc  R−1. The
corresponding de Broglie length λc ' k−1c  R, which conﬂicts with the
assumption that the ﬁeld represents a gravitating source only within a region
of size R. However, in the BH limit R ∼ RH, and recalling that m = ~ k,
one obtains
1 ' GNM kc = N m
2
m2p
, (3.40)
which leads to the two scaling relations (3.8), namely m = ~ kc ' mp/
√
N
and a consistent de Broglie length λm ' λc ' RH. Therefore, an ideal system
of self-sustained (toy) gravitons must be a BEC with a size that suggests it
is a BH. All that remains to be proven is the existence of a horizon, or at
least a trapping surface, in the given space-time.
The safest way to ﬁnd trapping surfaces would require a general-relativistic
solution for the self-gravitating BEC with given density and equation of state.
Many authors faced this problem in the past decades. Self-gravitating boson
stars in GR have been studied for example in Ref. [133], but only numerical
solutions have been found, mostly generated by a Gaussian source [135, 136,
137, 138, 139, 140]. In the speciﬁc case presented here, QM crosses the way
of GR because the BEC BH can be regarded to as a giant soliton, and
microscopic BHs are extremely dense, thus producing a (relatively) strong
space-time curvature at very small scales. In these regimes it is uncertain
whether a semiclassical approach is still valid, since the quantum ﬂuctuations
become relevant with respect to the surrounding space-time geometry. The
HWF was precisely proposed in order to deﬁne the gravitational radius of
any quantum system, and should therefore be very useful for investigating
this issue.
To avoid misunderstandings, one needs to make some clariﬁcations about
the toy model presented above (where the ﬁeld φ is totally conﬁned inside a
sphere of radius RH). The scaling relation (3.40) does not require the scalar
ﬁeld φ to vanish (or be negligible) outside the region of radius RH. Since the
scalar ﬁeld also provides the Newtonian potential (see Eq. (3.25)), the van-
ishing of the ﬁeld outside RH would imply there is no Newtonian potential
outside the BEC, and this would conﬂict with the idea that the BEC is a
gravitational source. To recover the classical Newtonian potential VN ∼ φ
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outside the source, it is enough to relax the condition (3.36) for r & RH
(where J ' 0), and properly match the (expectation) value of φˆ with the
Newtonian φc from Eq. (3.25) at r & RH. One then expects that for r  RH
and N  1, the classical description is recovered and that the total mass
M of the BH becomes the only relevant quantity. A hint of this can be
found in the classical analysis of the outer (r  σ ∼ RH) Newtonian scalar
potential and its quantum counter-part, but also in the alternative descrip-
tion of gravitational scattering. Geodesic motion can be reproduced in the
post-Newtonian expansion of the Schwarzschild metric by tree-level Feynman
diagrams with graviton exchanges between a test probe and a (classical) large
source [141] 4. For r  RH, the source in this calculation is described by its
total mass M , and quantum eﬀects should then be suppressed by factors of
1/N [73].
3.2 BEC black hole horizons
When analysing the case of BEC BHs, one has to remember that these are
composed of very large numbers of particles (the toy-gravitons) of very small
eﬀective mass m  mp (thus very large de Broglie length, λm  `p), as
opposed to the case of single massive particles studied in Refs. [11, 12, 13,
14, 15] and brieﬂy reviewed in Section 2.3.1. According to Ref. [11], they
cannot individually form (light) BHs. A generalisation of the formalism to
a system of N such components is possible and will allow one to show that
the total energy E = M is suﬃcient to create a proper horizon.
In order to set the notation, consider a system of N scalar particles (our
toy gravitons"), i = 1, . . . , N , whose dynamics is determined by a Hamil-
tonian Hi. If the particles are marginally bound according to Eq. (3.5), the
single-particle Hilbert space can be assumed to contain the discrete ground
state |m〉, deﬁned by
Hˆi |m〉 = m |m〉 , (3.41)
and a gapless continuous spectrum of energy eigenstates |ωi〉, such that
Hˆi |ωi〉 = ωi |ωi〉 , (3.42)
with ωi > m. The continuous spectrum reproduces the particles that es-
cape the BEC. Each particle is then assumed to be in a state given by a
superposition of |m〉 and the continuous spectrum, namely
|Ψ(i)S 〉 =
|m〉+ γ1 |ψ(i)S 〉√
1 + γ21
, (3.43)
4For a similarly non-geometric derivation of the action of Einstein gravity, see Ref. [142].
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where γ1 ∈ R+ is a dimensionless parameter that weights the relative proba-
bility amplitude for each toy graviton" to be in the continuum rather than
ground state. The total wave-function will be given by the symmetrised
product of N such states,
|ΨN〉 ' 1
N !
N∑
{σi}
[
N⊗
i=1
|Ψ(i)S 〉
]
, (3.44)
where the sum is over all the permutations {σi} of the N excitations. Since
the interaction is included into terms proportional to powers of γ1, the spec-
tral decomposition of this N -particle state can be obtained by deﬁning the
total Hamiltonian simply as the sum of N single-particle Hamiltonians,
Hˆ =
N⊕
i=1
Hˆi . (3.45)
The corresponding eigenvector for the discrete ground state with M = N m
is given by
Hˆ |M〉 = M |M〉 , (3.46)
and the eigenvectors for the continuum by
Hˆ |E〉 = E |E〉 . (3.47)
The spectral coeﬃcients are computed by projecting |ΨN〉 on these eigenvec-
tors.
3.2.1 Black holes with no hair
The highly idealised case in Eq. (3.39) admits precisely one mode, given by
kc =
pi
RH
=
pi
2
√
N `p
, (3.48)
so that, on the surface of the BH, φkc(RH) ' j0(kcRH) = 0, and the scalar
ﬁeld vanishes outside of r = RH,
ψS(ri) = 〈 ri | kc 〉 =

Nc j0(kcri) for r < RH
0 for r > RH ,
(3.49)
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RH
r
Figure 3.1: Scalar ﬁeld mode of momentum number kc: ideal approximation
in Eq. (3.49) (thick solid line) compared to exact j0(kcr) (dashed line). The
thin solid line represents a Gaussian distribution of the kind considered in
Ref. [77].
where Nc =
√
pi/2R3H is a normalisation factor such that
4piN 2c
∫ RH
0
|j0(kcr)|2 r2 dr = 1 . (3.50)
This approximate mode is plotted in Fig. 3.1, and compared with a Gaussian
distribution of the kind considered in Ref. [77].
It was noted before the end of Section 3.1.1 that a scalar ﬁeld which
vanishes everywhere outside r = RH is inconsistent with the existence of an
outer Newtonian potential, but one can still investigate the case for the sake
of having a complete picture. A system of N such modes will be described
by a wave-function which is the (totally symmetrised) product of N ∼ M2
equal modes and γ1 = 0, that is
ΨN(r1, . . . , rN) =
NNc
N !
N∑
{σi}
N∏
i=1
j0(kcri) . (3.51)
This is clearly an eigenstate of the total Hamiltonian
Hˆ |ΨN〉 = N ~ kc |ΨN〉 = M |ΨN〉 , (3.52)
and there exists only one non-vanishing coeﬃcient in the spectral decomposi-
tion: C(E) = 1, for E = N ~ kc = M , corresponding to a probability density
for ﬁnding the horizon size between rH and rH + drH
PH(rH) = 4pi r2H |ψH(rH)|2
= δ(rH −RH) . (3.53)
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This result, and the fact that all the excitations in the mode kc are conﬁned
within the radius RH ' λc, leads to the conclusion that the system is a BH,
PBH ' 4piN 2c
∫ ∞
0
drH δ(rH −RH)
∫ rH
0
|j0(kc r)|2 r2 dr
= PS(r < RH) = 1 . (3.54)
with the horizon located at its classical radius,
〈 rˆH 〉 ≡ 〈ψH| rˆH |ψH〉 = RH , (3.55)
and with absolutely negligible uncertainty
∆r2H ≡ 〈ψH|
(
rˆ2H −R2H
) |ψH〉 ' 0 . (3.56)
The sharply vanishing uncertainty in 〈 rˆH 〉 is an unphysical result, which is a
consequence of considering the macroscopic BH as a pure quantum mechani-
cal state built by superposing many wave-functions of the type (3.49). Also,
a zero ﬁeld at r > RH cannot reproduce the Newtonian potential outside the
BH, which clearly contradicts observations.
For a more realistic macroscopic BH (with N  1), one therefore needs
to consider the existence of more modes besides the ones with k = kc. In this
case, the modes with k = kc form a discrete spectrum (which comes from
kc being the minimum allowed momentum, in agreement with the idea of a
BEC of gravitons), and must be treated separately. If modes with k > kc
exist, these would not be (marginally) trapped and could leak out, thus
representing a simple modelisation of the Hawking ﬂux. They will form a
continuous spectrum, which will lead to fuzziness in the horizon's location.
The precise form of this part of the spectrum is however an open issue, and
we will review several possibilities in the next sections.
3.2.2 Black hole with gaussian excited spectrum
Let us start assuming a continuous distribution in momentum space of each
of the N scalar states given by half a Gaussian peaked around kc (Fig. 3.2
displays a few modes above kc),
|ψ(i)S 〉 = Nγ
(
|kc〉+ γ1
∫ ∞
kc
√
2 dki√
∆i
√
pi
e
− ~
2(ki−kc)2
2 ∆2
i |ki〉
)
, (3.57)
where i = 1, . . . , N , the ket |k〉 denotes the eigenmode of eigenvalue k, and
Nγ =
(
1 + γ21
)−1/2
(3.58)
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Figure 3.2: Modes of momentum number k = kc (thick solid line), k =
(5/4) kc (dashed line), k = (3/2) kc (dotted line), k = (7/4) kc (dash-dotted
line) and k = 2 kc (thin solid line). The relative weight is determined accord-
ing to Eq. (3.57).
is a normalisation factor. Also, the width of the gaussians is ∆i = m '
M/N ' mp/
√
N , as calculated from the typical mode spatial size k−1c ∼√
N `p, and is the same for all particles. This is, of course, a necessary
simpliﬁcation needed in order to simplify the calculations. (More generally,
one could assume a diﬀerent width for each mode ki.) Since m = ~ kc and
Ei = ~ ki, one can also write
|ψ(i)S 〉 = Nγ
(
|m〉+ γ1
∫ ∞
m
√
2 dEi√
m
√
pi
e−
(Ei−m)2
2m2 |Ei〉
)
. (3.59)
The total wave-function will be given by the symmetrised product of N
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such states, and can be written by grouping equal powers of γ1 as follows
|ΨN〉 ' 1
N !
N∑
{σi}
[
N⊗
i=1
|m〉
]
+
γ1
N !
(
2
m
√
pi
)1/2 N∑
{σi}
[
N⊗
i=2
|m〉 ⊗
∫ ∞
m
dE1 e
− (E1−m)2
2m2 |E1〉
]
+
γ21
N !
(
2
m
√
pi
) N∑
{σi}
[
N⊗
i=3
|m〉 ⊗
∫ ∞
m
dE1 e
− (E1−m)2
2m2 |E1〉 ⊗
∫ ∞
m
dE2 e
− (E2−m)2
2m2 |E2〉
]
+ . . .
+
γJ1
N !
(
2
m
√
pi
)J/2 N∑
{σi}
[
N⊗
i=J+1
|m〉
J⊗
j=1
∫ ∞
m
dEj e
− (Ej−m)
2
2m2 |Ej〉
]
+ . . .
+
γN1
N !
(
2
m
√
pi
)N/2 N∑
{σi}
[
N⊗
i=1
∫ ∞
m
dEi e
− (Ei−m)
2
2m2 |Ei〉
]
, (3.60)
where the power of γ1 clearly equals the number of bosons in an excited
mode with k > kc. One can then identify two regimes, depending on the
value of γ1 (for further details, readers are directed to the Appendix A in
Ref. [18]).
For γ1  1, to leading order in γ1, the spectral coeﬃcient for E ≥ M is
given by the term corresponding to just one particle in the continuum,
C(E ≥M) ' Nγ
[
δE,M + γ1
(
2
m
√
pi
)1/2
e−
(E−M)2
2m2
]
, (3.61)
where δA,B is a Kronecker delta for the discrete part of the spectrum. The
widthm ∼ mp/
√
N is the typical energy of Hawking quanta emitted by a BH
of massM ' √N mp. The expectation value of the energy to next-to-leading
order for large N and small γ1 is
〈E 〉 ' N 2γ
(
M +
∫ ∞
M
E C2(E) dE
)
'
√
N mp
(
1 +
γ21/
√
pi
1 + γ21
1
N
)
'
√
N mp
(
1 +
γ21√
pi N
)
, (3.62)
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and its uncertainty
∆E =
√
〈E2 〉 − 〈E 〉2 ' γ1mp√
2N
. (3.63)
One can also calculate the ratio
∆E
〈E 〉 '
γ1√
2N
, (3.64)
where only the leading order in the large N expansion was kept. From
the expression of the Schwarzschild radius rH = 2 `pE/mp, one easily ﬁnds
〈 rˆH 〉 ' RH, with RH given in Eq. (3.38), and
∆rH
〈 rˆH 〉 ∼
1
N
, (3.65)
which vanishes rapidly for large N . This case describes a macroscopic BEC
BH with (very) little quantum hair, in agreement with Refs. [73], thus over-
coming the problem of the large ﬂuctuations ∆rH ∼ 〈 rˆH 〉 which appear in
the case of a single massive particle.
This hair is expected to represent the Hawking radiation ﬁeld, and the
connection with the thermal Hawking radiation will become more clear in
Section 3.2.4, where a diﬀerent form of the continuous spectrum will be
employed
3.2.3 Quantum hair with no black hole
When γ1 & 1 and N  1, all of the N particles are in the continuum, while
the ground state φkc is totally depleted. The coeﬃcient γ
N
1 and any overall
factors can be omitted in this case, and one ﬁnds
C(E ≥M) '
∫ ∞
m
dE1 · · ·
∫ ∞
m
dEN exp
{
−
N∑
i=1
(Ei −m)2
2m2
}
δ
(
E −
N∑
i=1
Ei
)
,(3.66)
along with C(E < M) ' 0. Note that, in this case the mass M = N m still
represents the minimum energy of the system corresponding to the ideal
BH with all the N particles in the ground state |kc〉. For N = M/m  1,
this spectral function is estimated analytically in Ref. [18], and is given by
C(E ≥M) '
√
2
pim3
(E −M) e− (E−M)
2
4m2 , (3.67)
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Figure 3.3: Probability density for the gravitational radius rH for N = 1
(RH = 2 `p; thin solid line), N = 4 (RH = 4 `p; dotted line), N = 9 (RH =
6 `p; dashed line), N = 16 (RH = 8 `p; solid line) and N = 25 (RH = 10 `p;
thick solid line). The curves clearly become narrower the larger N .
which is peaked slightly above E ' M = N m, with a width √2 ∆i ∼ m, so
that the (normalised) expectation value
〈E 〉 '
∫ ∞
M
E C2(E) dE = M + 2
√
2
pi
m , (3.68)
consistently for a system built out of continuous modes. To be in the con-
tinuous part of the spectrum the energy of these modes must be (slightly)
larger than m. For N  1, however, 〈E 〉 = M [1+O(N−1)], and the energy
quickly approaches the minimum value M . This is also conﬁrmed by the
uncertainty
∆E '
√
3 pi − 8
pi
m , (3.69)
or ∆E ∼ N−1/2.
The corresponding horizon wave-function is obtained by using rH = 2 `pE/mp,
and is approximately given by
ψH(rH ≥ 2
√
N `p) '
(
rH − 2
√
N `p
)
e
− (rH−2
√
N `p)
2
16 `2p/N , (3.70)
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and ψH(rH < 2
√
N `p) ' 0. The probability density of ﬁnding the gravi-
tational radius between rH and rH + drH is plotted in Fig. 3.3 for diﬀerent
values of N . The plot shows that for N ∼ 1, the uncertainty in the size of
the gravitational radius is large, but it decreases very fast with increasing N .
The expectation value
〈 rˆH 〉 ' 2
√
N `p
(
1 +
√
2
pi
2
N
)
= RH
[
1 +O(N−1)] , (3.71)
approaches (from above) the horizon radius of the ideal BH, RH = 2
√
N `p,
for large N . Since 〈 rˆH 〉 > RH, one can safely view it as a trapping surface,
whose uncertainty is proportional to the energy m = mp/
√
N , that is
∆rH
〈 rˆH 〉 =
√
〈 rˆ2H − 〈 rˆH 〉2 〉
〈 rˆH 〉 '
1
N
, (3.72)
which vanishes as fast as in the previous case for large N . This is also
expected in a proper semiclassical regime [73].
It needs to be emphasised that cases with γ1 6 1 do not describe a BEC
BH, because most or all of the gravitons are in some excited mode with
k > kc. However, one can think that these states may play a role either at
the threshold of BH formation (before the gravitons condense into the ground
state |kc〉 and form a BEC) or near the end of BH evaporation.
3.2.4 BEC with thermal quantum hair
In Section 3.2.2 it was shown that, for γ1  1, the quantum state of N scalars
is dominated by the conﬁgurations with just one boson in the continuum of
excited states, while the remainingN−1 gravitons form the BEC. A Gaussian
distribution was used to describe the continuous part of the spectrum, and
it was found that the spectral function has a typical width of the order of
the Hawking temperature,
TH =
m2p
4 piM
' mp√
N
, (3.73)
or TH ' m. It is thus logical to ask what happens if the Gaussian distribution
in Eq. (3.57) is replaced by a thermal spectrum at the temperature TH.
We hence start with a Planckian distribution 5 at the temperature TH = m
5Using a Boltzmann distribution for N = 1 is also possible. However, for N > 1, it is
aﬀected by infrared divergences.
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for the continuum part, namely
|ψ(i)S 〉 =
NH
m3/2
∫ ∞
m
dωi
(ωi −m)
exp
{
ωi−m
m
}− 1 |ωi〉
≡ NH
∫ ∞
0
dEiG(Ei) |Ei〉 , (3.74)
where NH =
√
3/
√
pi2 − 6 ζ(3) ' 1.06, the dimensionless variables
Ei = ωi −m
m
, (3.75)
and the states |Ei〉 = m1/2 |ωi〉 were introduced, such that the identity in the
continuum can be written as∫ ∞
0
dEi |Ei〉 〈Ei| =
∫ ∞
m
dωi |ωi〉 〈ωi| = I . (3.76)
The thermal hair is again assumed to appear due to the scatterings between
the scalars inside the BEC, therefore the parameter γ1 should be related to
the toy gravitons self-coupling α. In this exercise it is however kept as a
free variable, so that one could relate it a posteriori to known features of the
Hawking radiation.
Assuming that γ1 6= 0 yields a good enough approximation of the leading
eﬀects due to these bosons self-interactions, the BEC can me treated as made
of otherwise free scalars. The total wave-function of the system of N such
bosons can again be written by collecting powers of γ1,
|ΨN〉 ' 1
N !
N∑
{σi}
[
N⊗
i=1
|m〉
]
+γ1
NH
N !
N∑
{σi}
[
N⊗
i=2
|m〉 ⊗
∫ ∞
0
dE1G(E1) |E1〉
]
+γ21
N 2H
N !
N∑
{σi}
[
N⊗
i=3
|m〉 ⊗
∫ ∞
0
dE1G(E1) |E1〉 ⊗
∫ ∞
0
dE2G(E2) |E2〉
]
+ . . .
+γJ1
N JH
N !
N∑
{σi}
[
N⊗
i=J+1
|m〉
J⊗
j=1
∫ ∞
0
dEj G(Ej) |Ej〉
]
+ . . .
+γN1
NNH
N !
N∑
{σi}
[
N⊗
i=1
∫ ∞
0
dEiG(Ei) |Ei〉
]
, (3.77)
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where the overall normalisation constant of 1/(1+γ21)
N/2 was omitted for the
sake of simplicity.
For E = M = N m, on neglecting an overall normalisation factor, one
obviously has
C(M) ' 1
N !
〈M |
N∑
{σi}
[
N⊗
i=1
|m〉
]
= 1 . (3.78)
For energies above the ground state, E > M = N m, the spectral coeﬃcients
are given by
C(E > M) = 〈E | ΨN 〉 , (3.79)
and using the dimensionless variables (3.75), along with
E = E −M
m
, (3.80)
one ﬁnds
C(E > 0) ' γ1NH G(E)
+γ21 N 2H
∫ ∞
0
G(E1)G(E − E1) dE1
+ . . .
+γN1 NNH
∫ ∞
0
G(E1) dE1 × · · · ×
∫ ∞
0
G(EN) dEN δ
(
E −
N∑
i=1
Ei
)
≡
N∑
n=1
γn1 Cn(E) , (3.81)
where all the coeﬃcients in this expression can be written as
Cn = N nH
∫ ∞
0
G(E1) dE1 × · · · ×
∫ ∞
0
G(En−1) dEn−1G
(
E −
n−1∑
i=1
Ei
)
.(3.82)
Each integral in Ei is peaked around Ei = 0, so that one can approximate
G
(
E −
n−1∑
i=1
Ei
)
=
E −∑n−1i=1 Ei
exp
{E −∑n−1i=1 Ei}− 1 ' Eexp {E} − 1 = G(E) , (3.83)
for 2 ≤ n ≤ N . Therefore
Cn ' NH
(
NH pi
2
6
)n−1
G(E) = (1.75)n−1NH G(E) . (3.84)
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Upon rescaling
γ ' 0.57
N∑
j=1
(1.75 γ1)
j , (3.85)
and switching back to dimensionful variables, one ﬁnds
C(E > M) ' γ NH√
m
(E −M)/m
exp {(E −M)/m} − 1 . (3.86)
This approximation was checked numerically to work extremely well for a
wide range of N . The details of the numerical analysis can be found in the
Appendix B.
The result in Eq. (3.86) means that one can describe the quantum state
of the N -particle system as the (normalised) single-particle state
|ΨS〉 ' |M〉+ γ |ψ〉√
1 + γ2
, (3.87)
where
|ψ〉 = NH√
m
(E −M)/m
exp {(E −M)/m} − 1 |E〉 . (3.88)
Therefore, the BEC BH eﬀectively looks like one particle of very large mass
M = N m in a superposition of states with Planckian hair. To have most of
the toy gravitons in the ground state, all that needs to be assumed is γ  1.
However, nothing prevents one from also considering the above approximate
wave-function for γ ' 1 or even larger.
Partition function and entropy
It is now straightforward to employ the eﬀective wave-function (3.87) to
compute expectations values, such as
〈 Hˆ 〉 = 1
1 + γ2
{
M + γ2
N 2H
m
∫ ∞
M
[
(E −M)/m
exp {(E −M)/m} − 1
]2
E dE
}
= mp
√
N
[
1 + γ2
N 2H
N
(
6ζ(3)− pi
4
15
)]
+O(γ4) , (3.89)
where the higher powers of the parameter γ were discarded and the approx-
imation (1 + γ2)−1 ' 1− γ2 was used.
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Since
〈 Hˆ2 〉 = 1
1 + γ2
{
M2 + γ2
N 2H
m
∫ ∞
M
[
(E −M)/m
exp {(E −M)/m} − 1
]2
E2 dE
}
= m2pN
[
1 + 2
γ2
N
N 2H
(
6 ζ(3)− pi
4
15
)
+
4
15
γ2
N2
N 2H
(
pi4 − 90 ζ(5))]+O(γ4) , (3.90)
one can easily obtain the uncertainty
∆E =
√
〈 Hˆ2 〉 − 〈 Hˆ 〉2 = γ mp√
N
NH
√
4
15
(pi4 − 90ζ(5))−N 2H
(
6ζ(3)− pi
4
15
)2
+O(γ2)
' 0.76 γ mp√
N
. (3.91)
In the large N limit, one recovers the result [18]
∆E
〈 Hˆ 〉 ∼
γ
N
+O(γ2) . (3.92)
From a thermodynamical point of view, Eq. (3.89) can be used to estimate
the partition function of the system according to
〈 Hˆ 〉 = − ∂
∂β
logZ(β) , (3.93)
where β = T−1H = m
−1 ' √N/mp. One then ﬁnds
〈 Hˆ(β) 〉 = m2p β
(
1 +
K γ2
m2p β
2
)
=
∂
∂β
[
1
2
m2p β
2 +K γ2 log(k β)
]
, (3.94)
where K = N 2H [6ζ(3)− pi4/15] ' 0.81, and k is an integration constant with
dimensions of mass. It is then straightforward to obtain
logZ(β) = −1
2
m2p β
2 −K γ2 log(β k) , (3.95)
and, for k = mp, one ﬁnds
Z(β) = (mp β)
−Kγ2 e−
1
2
m2pβ
2
, (3.96)
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which contains two factors. One of the factors has the form 1/β = TH to some
power, which looks like the thermal wave-length of a particle, and is due to the
contribution of the excited modes to the energy spectrum. This is consistent
with these modes propagating freely, since an external potential was not
considered in the model 6. The exponential damping factor appears because
of the bound states which are localised within the classical Schwarzschild
radius RH.
The statistical canonical entropy can next be obtained from
S(β) = β2
∂F (β)
∂β
, (3.97)
where F (β) = −(1/β) logZ is the Helmoltz free energy . It is straightforward
to get
S(β) =
1
2
m2p β
2 −K γ2 log(mp β) +K γ2 , (3.98)
which is the usual Bekenstein-Hawking formula [132] plus a logharitmic cor-
rection. In fact, β ' m−1 can be written as a function of the Schwarzschild
radius,
β =
RH
2 `pmp
, (3.99)
the constant can be rescaled and one can deﬁne the area of the horizon as
AH = 4pi R
2
H, hence yielding
S =
AH
4 `2p
− K
2
γ2 log
(
AH
16pi `2p
)
. (3.100)
The expression of the entropy depends on the collective parameter γ deﬁned
in Eq. (3.85), rather than on the single-particle γ1 which gives the probability
for each constituent to be a Hawking mode and which is determined by
the details of the scatterings that occur inside the BEC. Therefore, even if
the Hawking radiation were detectable, the details of the interactions inside
the BEC would hardly show directly. Still, γ1 = 0 also implies γ = 0.
The logarithmic correction switches oﬀ if the scatterings inside the BEC are
negligible (and the Hawking radiation is absent). It needs to be emphasised
that in this corpuscular model the number N of bosons is conserved, and
this happens because both the BH and its Hawking radiation are made of
the same kind of particles.
6In other words, the grey-body factors for bosonic Hawking quanta are approximated
by one.
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The speciﬁc heat is given by
CV =
∂〈 Hˆ 〉
∂T
' −m2p β2 +K γ2 , (3.101)
which is negative for small γ and large β (or, equivalently, large N), in
agreement with the usual properties of the Hawking radiation, but vanishes
for β ' γ/mp, that is for Nc ∼ γ2. Assuming for simplicity 1.75 γ1 ∼ 1,
so that γ ∼ N from Eq. (3.85), one ﬁnds that the speciﬁc heat vanishes for
Nc ∼ 1. As one would naively expect the Hawking radiation switches oﬀ
when there are no more particles to emit. This is in agreement with the
microcanonical picture of the Hawking evaporation and with the estimate of
the backreaction from the next section. One can also ﬁnd more details on
the microcanonical picture in Refs. [143] and references therein.
Horizon wave-function and backreaction
It is interesting to compute the HWF and investigate the existence of a
trapping surface in this case. The main result in Ref. [18], also presented
in the previous sections, is that the quantum N -particle states considered
shows a horizon of size very close to the expected classical value RH, with
quantum ﬂuctuations that die out for increasing N , as one expects in the
context of semiclassical gravity,
〈 rˆH 〉 ' RH +O(N−1/2) , (3.102)
The horizon wave function can be written using the spectral coeﬃcients (3.86)
as
|ΨH〉 = |RH〉+ γ |ψH〉√
1 + γ2
. (3.103)
The state |RH〉 deﬁned so that
〈RH| rˆH |RH〉 = RH , (3.104)
represents the discrete part of the spectrum and the states
ψH(rH > RH) ≡ 〈 rH | ψH 〉 = NH
√
N
4 pi R3H
(rH −RH)/(2 `pm/mp)
exp
{
rH−RH
2 `p m/mp
}
− 1
,(3.105)
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are related to the excited Hawking modes. As usual Ψ(rH ≤ RH) ' 0 and the
normalization is ﬁxed by the scalar product (2.10). The expectation value of
the gravitational radius is found to be
〈 rˆH 〉 = 4pi
∫ ∞
RH
|ΨH(rH)|2 r3H drH
= RH
[
1 +
3 γ2
N
N 2H
(
6 ζ(3)− pi
4
15
)]
+O(γ4) , (3.106)
in which RH is given by Eq. (3.9). We thus see that
〈 rˆH 〉 −RH = 3 γ2 RH
N
+O
(
1
N2
)
. (3.107)
From
〈 rˆ2H 〉 = R2H
[
1 + 4 γ2N 2H
(
6ζ(3)− pi
4
15
)
1
N
]
+O
(
1
N2
)
, (3.108)
one ﬁnds
∆rH = RH
γNH√
N
√
2
(
6ζ(3)− pi
4
15
)
+O
(
1
N2
)
(3.109)
and, omitting a factor of order one,
∆rH
〈 rˆH 〉 ∼
γ
N
+O(γ2) , (3.110)
which is the same as the result obtained in Section 3.2.2 (and also Ref. [18]).
Note that 〈 rˆH 〉 > RH, even if only by a small amount for large N , which
is in agreement with the Hawking quanta adding a contribution to the grav-
itational radius. The toy gravitons are therefore bound within a sphere of
radius slightly larger than the pure BEC value RH. This should make the
typical energy of the reciprocal 2 → 2 scatterings a little smaller, resulting
in a slightly smaller depletion rate
Γ ∼ 1〈 rˆH 〉
' 1√
N `p
[
1− 3 γ
2
N
N 2H
(
6 ζ(3)− pi
4
15
)]
. (3.111)
Assuming the above relation still works for small N , the ﬂux would become
zero for a number of quanta equal to
Nc ' 3 γ2N 2H
(
6 ζ(3)− pi
4
15
)
' 2.4 γ2 . (3.112)
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Recalling Eq. (3.85), and assuming 1.75 γ1 . 1, so that γ . N , one obtains
Nc & 1, which is the same as the ﬂux vanishing for a ﬁnite number of
constituents. While the above approximations might not hold for small N
values, this result was also obtained in the microcanonical description of
the Hawking radiation: the emitted ﬂux vanishes for vanishingly small BH
mass [143]. This is also in agreement with the thermodynamical analysis
from Section 3.2.4, and the vanishing of the speciﬁc heat for N = Nc ∼ 1.
However, Nc depends on the collective parameter γ, which is directly related
with the single-particle γ1 for small N .
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Conclusions
Since Schwarzschild solved Einstein's ﬁeld equations and BHs made their
entrance in the scenario of contemporary physics, it was evident that they
would have been the main characters in the analogy between large gravita-
tional objects and the geometrical structure of space-time, while bestowing
Newtonian gravity with very accurate corrections. When carried to the the
Planck scale, though, GR breaks down and fails at giving a consistent descrip-
tion of the laws of nature. Therefore, in consideration of the more reliable
explanation of physics given by QM than the one given by classical means, it
is unavoidable to seek a theory which gives a feasible quantisation scheme of
the gravitational interaction, in order to improve our comprehension of the
mechanisms ruling the universe.
In this thesis we presented the HQM and the corpuscular BH model,
with its geometrical properties coming from an eﬀective point of view. They
are quite powerful tools, which give the standard features of a quantum
mechanical object to the gravitational radius.
The HQM is best explained by describing a spherically symmetric massive
particle with a Gaussian wave-function, which sounds as a reasonable design
for massive sources representing potential BHs around the Planck scale, at
least in ﬁrst approximation. One then ﬁnds that a neutral particle has a
strong probability to lie inside its own trapped surface (that is to say PBH '
1), when the width of the Gaussian ` is of the same order of the scale at which
quantum gravitational eﬀects are relevant, ` ∼ `p. Of course, this is the same
to say m ∼ mp. In addition to that, this set-up naturally allows for a GUP
and a minimum resolvable length, by linearly combining the characteristic
uncertainty in the horizon's size with the usual one on the spatial extension
of the quantum wave-packet. This concept is straightforwardly exempliﬁed
with corrections to the Hawking decay rate.
This procedure is also applicable to space-times, whose horizons' struc-
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ture is more involved, like the Reissner-Nordström metric (Section 2.3.2).
When the charge-to-mass ratio  < 1, it follows that for a signiﬁcantly large
interval of masses the outer horizon has a strong probability to exist, and
thus the massive particle is a BH, while the inner one has a negligible chance
to form. This phenomenological implication stems straightforwardly from
the quantum properties of the underlying geometry, albeit being a counter-
intuitive argument in a purely classical description. Moreover, this formalism
allows an analytical extension to the over-charged regime  > 1, where GR
places a naked singularity. Besides being non-unique, this continuation is not
maximal, because the upper value of the speciﬁc charge is bound by imposing
the basic properties of quantum systems to hold, such as unitarity (that is,
the normalisability of the HWF).
Another intriguing and direct interpretation of Thorne's hoop conjecture
is the possibility of forming BHs through particle collisions, as shown in Sec-
tion 2.3.3. In particular, this would in principle allow to test the results
in modern-day particle accelerators, such as LHC. Exerting some strong ap-
proximations, like the one-dimensionality of the target space (or alternatively
setting the impact parameter to zero), the probability for an event horizon
to form as a consequence of the collision between two gaussian-shaped wave-
packet was estimated, supporting a quantum version of the hoop conjecture.
The main upgrade with respect to the related classical version is that this
model conﬁrms a minimum value for the mass of the BH of the same order of
mp, therefore driving the possible BH production by these means way beyond
our experimental capabilities, at least at the present day.
Nevertheless, the situation could change in principle when scenarios with
extra spatial dimensions are employed. In such cases the quantum grav-
itational mass scale" which replaces mp may be indeed within our grasp.
The HQM draws notable corrections to the production cross-sections of BHs
in large extra-dimensional models, like the ADD one, granting a larger and
larger suppression as the number of spatial dimensions grows. In particu-
lar, lower-dimensional space-times have been studied thoroughly, due to the
recent claims that quantum BHs may eﬀectively behave as one-dimensional
objects. The analysis additionally supports the conception that, in (1 + 1)
dimensions, BHs are supposed to be strictly Quantum-Mechanical objects.
As we mentioned the problem of time in Section 1.2.2, it is hard give a
feasible dynamical evolution to GR. That is why we mostly analysed static
conﬁgurations throughout this elaborate, and even the model of particle col-
lisions was treated in this fashion. In any case, this conceptual problem
cannot be superseded forever, since an horizon traps matter and energy in
its own interior, and this mechanism is meant to have some profound im-
pact on the dynamics of the system. The simplest choice in order to get a
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time-dependent HQM, is to construct by means of a suitable modiﬁcation
of Schrödinger equation, in which the probability of the particle to belong
inside its own horizon aﬀects the evolution. As expected, even from qualita-
tive arguments, the spread of a Gaussian packet shall be slowed down by the
presence of a trapped surface, as states enjoying PBH = 1 are not supposed
to propagate in time.
All the above cases are interesting applications of the HQM and open up
several perspectives for future extensions, like the estimation of the proba-
bility that the gravitational collapse of a lump of matter may result in the
formation of a BH. Unfortunately, taking a wave-packet and pushing its mass
to the Planck scale, m → mp, does not yield a realistic model for a large,
semi-classical BH. The ﬂuctuations in the horizon's size are indeed of the
same magnitude order of it expectation value, ∆rH ∼ 〈 rˆH 〉, and grow out of
control as the latter becomes macroscopical.
A reasonable improvement of this model is to model the structure of a
BH as given by many microscopical constituents (gravitons, in a realistic
case), which are allow to superpose in the same quantum state, instead of
an extremely massive one. This phylosophy is behind the so-called corpus-
cular BH model, brought to light recently in Refs. [73]. This model incorpo-
rates all of the characteristics of a BH as given by its many-body structure,
contrary to standard lore, while the geometry of space-time emerges in an
eﬀective description of the latter. It was demonstrated that the quantum
state for a self-gravitating static massless scalar ﬁeld [18] is approximately
a BEC of the form conjectured in Ref. [73], whose horizon's size was subse-
quently extimated by means of HQM arguments. The classical description
of a Schwarzschild BH is recovered when the number of elements N is large,
since the energy of each toy-gravitonm is well belowmp, but the total energy
M jumps much above the Planck scale. The uncertainty ∆rH is typically of
the order of the energy of the predicted Hawking quanta, which in turn scale
like 1/N , as claimed in Refs. [73]. This further supports the idea that BHs
must be composite objects made of very light constituents.
Starting from this many-body picture, we took back the description of
the formation of a BH via the gravitational collapse of a star. In section 3.1
we considered a simplistic model for a Newtonian cluster of ordinary matter:
the current J ∼ ρ represents the star, while the coupled massless scalar
ﬁeld 〈g| φˆ |g〉 ' φc ∼ VN reproduces the outer Newtonian potential. As an
approximation, we made the assumption that the energy contribution of the
gravitons is subdominant and can be thus neglected.
In Section 3.1.1 the circumstance is the exact opposite: the gravitational
collapse took place and any degree of freedom coming from the matter source
is ignored. The Schwarzschild radius aﬀects both the size of the conﬁnement
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region of the resulting self-sustained quantum state and its (almost) only
allowed wave-number kc, as given by Eq. (3.39). In addition to that, this
state nicely matches the relations (3.8), which have been known to hold for a
self-gravitating body near the threshold of BH formation (see, for example,
Refs. [133, 140]). As in the analysis of static cases, the time dependence of
this treatment is absent and the two conﬁgurations can be therefore related
just by means of an unphysical mechanism, like a delta-form shock-wave.
Nonetheless, the two cases are feasible approximate descriptions of the state
of a collapsing star in the asymptotic past and future.
In order to give further physical meaning to this model, one can think
about a phase transition for the graviton state around the time when matter
and gravitons have comparable weight. Such an analysis might help deter-
mine whether or not the state of BEC BH is ever reached (according to
Refs. [73, 144], a BH is precisely the state on the verge of a quantum phase
transition), and under which conditions. One could deal with this topic
starting from the Klein-Gordon equation with both matter and "graviton"
currents,
2φ(x) = qM JM(x) + qG JG(x) , (4.1)
where JM is the general matter current used in Section 3.1 and JG the graviton
current depicted by Eq. (3.36). The latter can be regarded as a perturbation
in the star case" and the formal expansion around the coupling qG could
likely lead to perturbative corrections for the Newtonian potential VN near
the star, because of the formal analogy between the graviton current (3.36)
and an eﬀective mass term for the toy-graviton φ. Conversely, in the self-
sustained regime it is possible to expand for small qM, since the ordinary
matter gives a modest contribution. The eﬀect of such a correction would be
the enhancement of the fuzziness of the horizon in the exterior of the BH.
A phase transition might happen in the framework of an overlap of these
two cases, where no source dominates over the other, and the main features
emerging from this picture are to be obtained non-perturbatively. In any
case, an order parameter must be identiﬁed.
On the brink of the phase transition, before the formation of a BH, one
may guess that the case in which all of the constituents are in a slightly
excited state above the BEC energy (γ1 & 1) suggests the physical pro-
cesses that could take place. The quantum state of an already formed BH is
reliably represented by the parameter γ1  1 of Section 3.2.2, or the equiv-
alent Hawking case of Section 3.2.4, one might view the γ1 (or the collective
analogue γ) as an eﬀective order parameter for the phase transition from a
spherically symmetric source of matter to a BH. In such a dynamical con-
text, it is necessary that γ is promoted to a time-dependent quantity, which
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sees its value decrease from values of order one (or possibly larger) to much
smaller values during the collapse. Accordingly, the investigation of the pos-
sible dependence of γ on the physical variables, which deﬁne the state of
matter along the collapse, is supposed to give some interesting implications.
One has to emphasise that the special relativistic scalar equation is ma-
nipulated in the Newtonian approximation, while BHs are a product of GR.
In this context, the only employed general relativistic result was the condi-
tion for the existence of trapping surfaces in spherically symmetric systems
which establishes the foundations of the HQM (and the GUP that follows
from it [11]). The advantage of such fuzzy descriptions of a BH's hori-
zon is that they do not require any knowledge of the quantum state of the
source (see [70, 145, 146] and references therein), as further implied by the
quantisation of spherically symmetric space-times. Investigations of collaps-
ing thin [147, 148] or thick shells [149], also hint at similar scenarios. The
current approach is more general because it allows one to link the causal
structure of space-time, encoded by the horizon wave-function ψH, to the
presence of a material source in a state ψS. In order to study the time evo-
lution of the system, a feedback from ψH into ψS must be introduced as in
Section 2.4.
Concerning the quantum state describing an evaporating BH made of
scalar toy gravitons, it was explained that a Planckian distribution, por-
traying the depleted modes at the Hawking temperature TH ∼ m, correctly
reproduces the main known properties of Hawking radiation, like the char-
acteristic ﬂux, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy law and the negative heat
capacity, for a large BH mass (or, equivalently, large N). The many-body
state is also found to be self-similar with respect to the single particle state,
where of course the energy and mass of the single constituent are substituted
with their respective totals. By means of this approximation it is possible
to compute the leading order corrections to the energy of the system which
determine a logarithmic contribution to the entropy, due to the modes that
irradiate freely in space, and a vanishing speciﬁc heat for N of order one, as
we expect the process of evaporation to end after a ﬁnite interval of time.
This output is further encouraged by the HWF, which allows to extimate
the backreaction of the Hawking radiation onto the horizon radius. Since the
latter is connected to the energy scale of the condensate [73], as the Hawking
ﬂux is, the extra term in 〈 rˆH 〉 diminishes the emission. In the case of light
BHs, this eﬀect will again ensure that the radiation eventually stops. This
is precisely what one expects from a microcanonical description of the BH
system [143].
Finally, let us stress out once more that the analysis given here does not
explicitly consider the dynamical evolution of the BEC, but it only considers
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a picture of the system at a given instant of time. Anyway, it is possible to
recover an approximation for N  1, where the ﬂux is a perturbation, by
means of Eq. (3.13), or by the appropriately modiﬁed expression that stems
from Eq. (3.111) in the limit of N → O(1). Concerning this regime, another
important aspect is that the model should at least trace the modelisation of
BHs as single particle states investigated in Ref. [13].
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Useful integrals
In this review, we made use of integrals of the form
I3 =
∫ ∞
1
γ
(
3
2
, A x2
)
e−x
2
x2 dx (A.1)
where A is a positive real parameter. From
x e−x
2
= −1
2
d
dx
e−x
2
(A.2)
and
d
dy
γ(s, y) = ys−1 e−y , (A.3)
upon integrating by parts, one obtains
I3 =
∫ ∞
1
γ
(
3
2
, A2 x2
)
e−x
2
x2 dx
=
1
2 e
γ
(
3
2
, A2
)
+
1
2
∫ ∞
1
e−x
2 d
dx
[
x γ
(
3
2
, A2 x2
)]
dx
=
1
2 e
γ
(
3
2
, A2
)
+ A3
∫ ∞
1
e−(1+A
2)x2 x3 dx+
1
2
∫ ∞
1
e−x
2
γ
(
3
2
, A2 x2
)
dx
=
1
2 e
γ
(
3
2
, A2
)
+
A3 Γ (2, 1 + A2)
2 (1 + A2)2
+
1
2
∫ ∞
1
e−x
2
γ
(
3
2
, A2 x2
)
dx , (A.4)
From the property
γ
(
3
2
, A2 x2
)
=
1
2
γ
(
1
2
, A2 x2
)
− Ax e−A2 x2
=
√
pi
2
erf(Ax)− Ax e−A2 x2 , (A.5)
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the integral∫ ∞
1
e−x
2
γ
(
3
2
, A2 x2
)
dx =
√
pi
2
∫ ∞
1
erf(Ax) e−x
2
dx− A
∫ ∞
1
e−(1+A
2)x2 dx
= −Ae
−(1+A2)
2(1 + A2)
+
pi
4
[1− erf(1) erf(A)]
−pi T
(√
2A,
1
A
)
, (A.6)
where erf(x) is an error function and T (a, b) is the Owen's T distribution
deﬁned as
T (a, b) =
1
2pi
∫ a
0
e−
1
2
b2 (1+x2)
1 + x2
dx . (A.7)
Finally, putting everything together yields
I3 =
1
2 e
γ
(
3
2
, A2
)
+
pi
8
[1− erf(1) erf(A)] + A
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. (A.8)
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Numerical analysis of
self-sustained quantum states
B.1 Analytical spectrum for γ & 1
We start by noting the spectral coeﬃcient in Eq. (3.66) can be written as
C(E ≥M) ∼
∫ ∞
m
dE1 · · ·
∫ ∞
m
dEN exp
{
−
N∑
i=1
(Ei −m)2
2m2
}
δ
(
E −
N∑
i=1
Ei
)
∼
∫ ∞
m
dE1 · · ·
∫ ∞
m
dEN−1 exp
−
N−1∑
i=1
(Ei −m)2
2m2
−
(
E −∑N−1i=1 Ei −m)2
2m2

≡
∫ ∞
m
dE1 · · ·
∫ ∞
m
dEN−1 e
−F
2(E,{Ei})
2m2 . (B.1)
In order to proceed, we ﬁnd it convenient to write the argument of the ex-
ponential as
−2m2 F 2(E, {Ei}) ≡
N−1∑
i=1
(Ei −m)2 +
(
E −
N−1∑
i=1
Ei −m
)2
=
N−1∑
i=1
(Ei −m)2 +
[
E −
N−1∑
i=1
(Ei −m)−N m
]2
= (E −M)2 +
N−1∑
i=1
E2i
+
[
N−1∑
i=1
Ei − 2 (E −M)
]
N−1∑
j=1
Ej , (B.2)
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where Ei = Ei −m, so that
C(E ≥M) ∼ e− (E−M)
2
2m2
∫ ∞
0
dE1 · · ·
∫ ∞
0
dEN−1
× exp
{
−
N−1∑
i=1
E2i
2m2
−
[
N−1∑
i=1
Ei
2m
− (E −M)
m
]
N−1∑
j=1
Ej
m
}
≡ e− (E−M)
2
2m2 I(E,M ;m) . (B.3)
We then note that the above integral contains the Gaussian measure,∫ ∞
0
dE1 · · ·
∫ ∞
0
dEN−1 exp
{
−
N−1∑
i=1
E2i
2m2
}
∼
∫ ∞
0
EN−2 dE exp
{
− E
2
2m2
}
,(B.4)
where E2 = ∑N−1i=1 E2i , and is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from zero only for E . m.
We can therefore approximate
N−1∑
i=1
Ei ' E , (B.5)
from which we obtain
I(E,M ;m) ∼
∫ ∞
0
EN−2 dE exp
{
− E
2
m2
+
(E −M)
m
E
m
}
= e
(E−M)2
4m2
∫ ∞
0
EN−2 dE exp
{
− [2 E − (E −M)]
2
4m2
}
. (B.6)
This integral can be exactly evaluated in terms of hypergeometric functions,
but we can just further approximate it here as
I(E,M ;m) ∼ m (E −M)P(N−3)(E,M) e
(E−M)2
4m2
∼ (E −M) e (E−M)
2
4m2 , (B.7)
where P(N−3) is a polynomial of degree N−3. For N = M/m 1, we ﬁnally
obtain,
C(E ≥M) ∼ (E −M) e− (E−M)
2
4m2 , (B.8)
which is the expression in Eq. (3.67).
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Figure B.1: Monte Carlo estimate of the spectral coeﬃcient in Eq. (B.3)
(dots) compared to its analytical approximation (3.67) (solid line), both nor-
malised according to Eq. (B.1), for N = 10 and N = 50.
B.2 Numerical spectrum for γ & 1
In this Appendix, we estimate the spectral coeﬃcient in Eq. (B.3) [which
exactly equals the one in Eq. (3.66)] for various values of N . For this purpose,
we have implemented a standard Monte Carlo method in a Mathematica
notebook, in which the coeﬃcient is also numerically normalised, so that∫ ∞
M
C2(E) dE = 1 . (B.1)
The dependence of the spectral coeﬃcient on the total energy E is then
compared with the analytical approximation (3.67).
Fig. B.1 shows this comparison for N = 10 and N = 50. For the former
value, the analytical approximation overestimates both the location of the
peak and (slightly) the width of the curve (thus underestimating the height of
the peak). For N = 50, the location of the peak is instead very well identiﬁed
by Eq. (3.67), but the actual width remains narrower than its analytical
approximation (resulting in a large discrepancy in the peak values).
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Figure B.2: Monte Carlo estimate of the spectral coeﬃcient in Eq. (B.3)
(dots) compared to its analytical approximation (3.67) (solid line), both nor-
malised according to Eq. (B.1), for N = 100 and N = 200.
Fig. B.2 shows the comparison for N = 100 and N = 200. From these
plots, it is clear that the analytical approximation progressively underesti-
mates the value of the energy at which the spectral coeﬃcients peak, at the
same time overestimating more and more the width of the curve (by about
a factor of three in these two plots), and consequently underestimates the
height of the curve at peak values.
All of these trends are further conﬁrmed in Fig. B.3, which shows the
comparison for N = 300 and N = 500. The peaks of the numerical esti-
mate and the analytical approximation continue to separate further apart,
whereas the numerical width becomes narrower than the analytical width for
increasing N .
The overall conclusion is that the analytical approximation (3.67) is fairly
good for estimating the energy at the peak of the spectral coeﬃcients, but
overestimates (underestimates) signiﬁcantly the width (peak value), for N &
100.
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Figure B.3: Monte Carlo estimate of the spectral coeﬃcient in Eq. (B.3)
(dots) compared to its analytical approximation (3.67) (solid line), both nor-
malised according to Eq. (B.1), for N = 300 and N = 500.
B.3 Monte Carlo estimate of spectral coeﬃ-
cients
We have checked the analytical approximation (3.86) by computing directly
some of the spectral coeﬃcients (3.81) by means of a Monte Carlo algorithm.
Fig. B.4 shows the numerical estimates of C5 = C5(E−M) and C10 = C10(E−
M) along with their analytical approximation for N = 10. This comparison
immediately shows that the coeﬃcients Cn indeed have a Planckian shape,
in agreement with their analytical approximation. Finally, Fig. B.5 shows
the whole coeﬃcient C(E > M) for N = 10. The same quantities for larger
values of N , up to N = 100 have also been computed and the results are
qualitatively the same.
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Figure B.4: Numerical estimate of some coeﬃcients in the expansion (3.81)
(black lines), and their analytical approximation (red lines), for N = 10
(energies are in Planck units).
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Figure B.5: Numerical estimate of C(E > M) (black line), and its analytical
approximation (3.86) (red line) for N = 10 (energies are in Planck units).
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